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ZNJR? ÄL =AND PHOTOLYTIC DEGRADATION OF POLYPROPYLENE 

S1J 1t_4RY 

This thesis describes an investigation into some aspects of 

the therm i and photolytic degradation reactions of isotactic 

polypropylene (PP) in vacuo. In addition, with regard to the 

increasing conrercial importance of polarmer blends, the thermal 

and photo - interactions of PP with a number of other polymers 

were examined. 

The vacuum photolysis of PP was examined thro'ighout the 

temperature range 200 - : Fl}0C ; 2,37 2 UV radiation was employed. 

Photodegradation involves bond cleavage to produce polyrer 

radicals. The subsequent reactions of these m-ýcrora. dicals have 

been shown to be i. rkedly dependent upon temperature. At 

ambient temperatures, there exists a competition between 

cresslinking and scission reactions in which the former is 

favoured. However, at temperatures approaching the crystalline 

melting point of the polymer (ca. 157°0), chain scission 

predominates. nt still higher temperatures, photolysis yields 

a broad spectrum-of hydrocarbon fragments which is similar 

both in nature and distribution to that resulting from thermal 

degradation in the range 300 - 3r4°C. This is also the case for 

photodegradation at temperatures below the threshold for 

there l volatilisation of the pol3mer (ca. 30&C)- Experimental 

evidence suggests that the two codes of degradation are 

similar ; i. e. random scission of carbon - carbon bonds, 

producing polymer radicals which then undergo mutual 

disproportionation or hydrogen abstraction reactions. Indeed, 



the rrojor effect of photolysis at any particular temperature 

in the range 3000 - 351.0C is to accelerate the thermal reaction 

occurring at that temperature. In such a photothernn l degradation, 

energy is supplied to the polymer in two distinct forms ; however, 

once absorbed by the polyirrer, the origin of the energy loses its 

significance. 

An investigation into some of the factors which may affect 

the photolysis of PP reveals that photodegradatioc at ambient 

temperatures is sensitised by certain metal containing impurities 

such as titanium dioxide (catalyst residue) and ferric oxide 

(from production machinery). However, the rate of photolysis has 

been shown to have relatively little morphological dependence. 

The theriral degradation of PP -- poly(methyl methacrylate) 

blends indicates the occurrence of some kind of interaction 

between the two polymers. Degrading I? 2LA appreciably 

accelerates the decomposition of PP and is itself stabilised 

under programmed heating. conditions. Observations may be 

rationalised in terms of the interaction of a radical species 

from degrading PITA with PP macromolecules, causing chain 

scission of PP and ultimately volatilisation. Contrary to 

expectations, results indicate that this radical species may be 

polymeric in nature. Photolysis of PIT_A - PP blends apparently 

effects a polymer interaction probably involving grafting of 

short chain MIA radicals to a PP backbone. The behaviour of 

PP - 1-114A mixtures were compared with that of several other 

polymer blends containing PP as the couron polymer. The mode of 

degradation of each polymer blended has been shown to influence 

the nature of the interaction with PP. 



CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General Introduction. 

The degradative processes induced in a poly : eric material by its 

environment will ultimately determine its useful lifetine in that 

environment. The term "degradation" has been used to cover a variety of 

processes, mainly physical deterioration or chemical modification. 

Although only minor chemical changes may be involved in many polymer 

degradations, these changes. will be significant if they bring about 

modifications in polymer structure which can affect the physical 

properties and hence their corrnercial applications. Degradation can 

be caused by physical means such as heat, light, ultrasonics, high 

energy radiation and mechanical stress; by chemical means such as 

oxidation and hydrolysis; or even by exposure to certain bacteria. 

" However, the most connnon types of degradation reactions studied are 

those caused by the three basic agencies to which all polymers are 

subjected either during fabrication or during their subsequent 

useful life, namely, heat, light and oxygen, alone or in combination. 

Yost early degradation studies were carried out in order to determine 

-_"-:. ' 1L - the ci. cmica' l. "S, ä üvi Div'-. ü:.. o Y'ýýJ.. y L" +:: y .. 8te. g:; L"!. ""' 

natural rubber in 1860 (1) and the thermal degradation of polystyrene 

in 1935 (2). However it has also proved possible to utilise controlled 

degradations to improve certain properties of a polymer. e. g., in the 

manufacture of polypropy_. ene resins, molecular weight can be controlled. 
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in this manner.. The future my also hold possibilities for controlled 

degradation in the disposal of plastic waste. 

There has boen a passive interest in the photodegradation of 

polyrrrrrs since the early days of con ercial plastics when the visible 

and ultra - violet components of sunlight were observed to be involved 

in deteriorative ageing or weathering. However little progress was 

possible in the understanding of these decomposition reactions until 

the nature of polymers themselves was more clearly understood. it ; ras 

not until the 100's that this interest was revived and many serious 

investigations were carried out. Among these were the first detailed 

photodegradation studies on poly (methyl methacrylate) by Cowley and. 

}e1ville (3). 

1.2 Practical Considerations in Polymer Photolysis . 

In most work mercury vapour lamps have been used as the source 

of ultra - violet radiation. Low pressure lamps provide a convenient, 
0 

relatively monochromatic, low intensity source of 2537 A radiation. 

Medium pressure lamps provide radiation at a number of wavelengths in 

0 
the 2200 - l000 A region, and a desired wavelenth. can be readily be 

isolated by the use of filters. High p-ressure lamps give high intensity 

radiation over a continuum of wavelengths in the same region. These 

and other ultra - violet radiation sources have been described in 

detail (i&. c): Intensities of radiation from these sources can be. 

sorcens, distance 
. 

of the sample varied by the use of s.. ýýby -varying the 

from the source, or by placing filters between the sample and the 

source. Determination of the intensity of the incident radiation can 

be made by conventional uranyl oxalate actinometry, (r1,. r,, 7), by the 

p 
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JDore rapid ferrioxalate method (c. 8,9), or in other ways 

Photodegradations can be studied in solution or with bulk 

pol3mnerr3 in the form of films or powders. Quartz cells are 

co my used as reaction vessels. 

1-. 3 Theoretical Considerations in Fblyrrer Photolysis. 

Absorption of ultra - violet photons by a polymer results in free 

radical reactions which ultimately lead to main chain scission, cross-- 

linking, unsaturation, and the formation of small molecule fragments. 

It is of fundamental importance to consider the events occuring 

between energy absorption and bond dissociation. 

Yost organic molecules lie in a singlet ground state and =I 

absorption of a photon raises the molecule to an excited singlet 

state. The molecule may revert to the ground state by emission of a 

photon(fluorescence) or by radiationless transitions and the 

generation of heat. In some instances intersystem crossing can take 

place, and the molecule will find itself in an excited tripletlevel 

of lower energy. Again, the reversion to the ground state may be 

accompanied by photon emission(phosphorescence)or heat. If the 

molecule has sufficient energy in the excited state, either singlet 

or triplet, dissociation or rearrangement may take place. Reversion 

to the ground state may also by accompanied by transfer of energy 

between the excited molecule and a second molecule. These 

processes are depicted in FICYTJPR I. I. 

P'hotolytio processes can be placed in two separate categories 

- rE icrary and secondary. A prirary process involves the immediate 

effect of light on the absorbing molecule e. g. deactivation by 
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by mans of fluorescence, heat emission, energy transfer etc., 

or destruction by transformation of the starting material into 

new compounds. Secondary processes are the reactions of the 

rrolecules, atoms, or radicals produced by the primary process. In 

a secondary process one of several things may occur : 

a) collision between excited molecules and other molecules may 

result in energy transfer causing chemical reaction. 

b) atoms or radicals- produced in the primary process may react 

to give stable products. 
or, 

c) the excited molecules may react directly with other molecules 

in the system to form products. 

If the en*rgy of exoitation is greater than, or equal to, the 

bond dissociation energy of the weakest ling; in a molecule, then 
0 

cleavage may occur. 2537 A radiation is equivalent to 113 kcal/mole, 

more than enough energy to break a carbon - carbon bond. It is 

important to remember that, because the absorbed energy ray be 

transferred, the site at which the ultra - violet energy is absorbed 

is not necessarily the same as that at which bond rupture may take 

place. Chain scission and crosslinking are. the two principle reactions, 

involving the polymer backbone which may take place when polymers 

are exposed to ultra - violet radiation. 

The ac 
vi' ns ccc; irIn� in 

u rt" yrcc! .s o�5-_v1L" L't s'tGS Oti' irö 

photolysis may be classified as direct or indirect. A direct 

reaction is the consequence of absorption of a photon by the polymer 

causing bond honolysis and the formation of degradation products. 
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Pn+m + hY > pn+m 

Pn m Pn pm Products. 

In indirect reactions, "foreign" molecules - polymeric or small 

molecule impurities - or even other functional groups in the same 

polymer become involved. It should be noted that relatively few 

rigorously purified polymers have been investigated and the 

substances studied should perhaps be called polymer - containing 

systems. These impurities can be similarly excited and undergo 

reactions to form free radicals. These excited molecules or fragments 

may eventually interact with the polymer to give products similar 

to those arising from the direct reaction. The reverse is also 

possible. Excited polymer or polymer radicals may interact with the 

"foreign" molecules. All of these indirect processes can lead to 

degradation and may involve (a) energy transfer or (b) free radical 

processes 

(a) Pn+m +b . ý-- 
'S+ Pn 

m 

(b) Pn+m + S* ý- 
-S+ Pn+m 

A siuxple example of an indirect reaction is the effect of 

atmospheric oxygen on polymer photolysLr. In regard to chain scission, 

oxygen can play the role of an apparent inhibitor (poly(methyl 

methacrylate)), accelerator (polystyrene), or seemingly be without 

influence (poly(amethyl styrene)). Other examples are the influence 

of sensitisers on the crosslinking of polyolefins (i11 a na the effect 

of residual solvents in polymer films (12). 
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1.4 Classification of Do dation Reaction Types. 

Degradation reactions, whether therra1 or photolytic, have been 

broadly classified as chain scission, crosslinking and side group 

rearranger. nt or elimination reactions. 

Chain Scission 

These reactions are characterised by breakdown of the polyier 

chain backbone, resulting in production of chain fragments. Under 

certain conditions the ultimate products may be monomer or substances 

closely related to it with the residue retaining the chemical 

characteristics of the parent material, in . that monomer units are 

still recognisable. 

(a) Initiation 

The first of two possible mechanisms involves random 

initiation in which chain scission occurs at random points along the 

chain leaving radicals which tend to be large compared to a monomer 

unit. Examples of this type of initiation are. to be found in the 

room temperature photodegradation of poly(methyl methacrylate) (13) 

and the thermal degradation of polyethylene (14). 

The second mechanism involves end - initiation and occurs 

particularly in polymers containing unsaturated end groups. The 

result-is the formation of a long chain. poly= r radical and an end 

group radical, both of which may be active in the subsequent 

degradation. The high temperature photodegradation of poly(methyl 

methaerylate) (3) is a typical reaction in which end initiation is 

thought to take place. 

Poly(methyl methacrylate) is interesting in that both of these 

modes of initiation also manifest themselves in its thermal 
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degradation. At lower temperatures radicals are produced from 

scission at chain ends and at higher temperatures from scission of 

main chain carbon - carbon bonds. 

(b) Propogation 

Two extremes of behaviour can be observed. Firstly, ° 

following initiation, a rapid decrease in molecular weight occurs 

without evolution of monomer. Volatiles other than monomer may be 

evolved, however. Most room temperature photodegradations are of 

this type. 

The second extreme type of behaviour can be regarded as a 

reverse polymcxisation. After initiation, degradation proceeds by 

an unzipping process to produce large amounts of monomer. Examples 

of complete unzipping include the thermal degradation of 

poly(methyl methacrylate) and the photödegradation of poly(methyl 

isopropenyl ketone) at 150°C (1: 5)" 

Many polymers, however, exhibit intermediate degradation patterns 

in which appreciable amounts of both monomer and higher chain 

fragments are formed. 

inking 

Under some circumstances ultra - violet radii tion can cause 

erosslinking, the formation of intermolecular covalent links which 

lead to a three -- dimensional network and ultimate insolubility of 

the polymer. Crosslinking is more commonly induced by high energy 

radiation as in the commercial production of crosslinked poly -- 

ethylene (ii). Other methods include therm.. ossttýng, in the case of 

many resins, and incorporation of impurities into the polymer 
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Structure to give chemical crosslinking. 

Crosslinking may be largely due to reactions of polymer 

radicals resulting from cleavage of side groups from the main chain. 

The orosslinking may be by polyner radical combination or by addition 

to an unsaturated site in another chain. The structure of a polymer 

determines, to a large extent, whether or not crossliulcing takes 

place. For example, exposure of polystyrene to ultra - violet 

radiation will -readily cause crosslinking (17). Polystyrene has 

hydrogen atoms alpha to the pendant benzene rings which can be 

readily transferred and the resultant polymer radicals are resonance 

stabilised. Combination with other polymer radicals occurs, 

resulting eventually in a three - dimensional network. However, 

poly(ocmethyl styrene) will only undergo irradiation crosslinking in 

the presence of sensitisers (18). The methyl groups alpha to-the 

pendant benzene rings prevent formation of stabilised radicals and 

scission takes place rather than crosslinking. A similar comparison 

may be made between poly(methyl acrylate) and poly(methyl 

methacrylate) (19). 

Side Group Reactions 

a) Rearrangement 

An important example of side group rearrangement is the 

formation of conjugated carbon - nitrogen sequences during the thermal 

treatment of polymethaerylonitrile (20,21). 
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H3 

-ý^-ýCH CH CH ---ý 

0H3 

^^-0I12 
N 

CH CH2 ̂ -ý- 

'CH 'CH 'CH 'CH 

lIII 
CY CPT CC 

N/ \\ /, " P1 

This type of reaction is associated with the development of colour 

in nitrite containing polymers. 

b) Elimination 

Elimination involves a chemical change in a side group 

which results in the formation of a non volatile residue and 

elimination of a volatile product. The most common reaction of this 

type is ester decomposition in which the ester splits into an acid 

and an olefin. 

0Ho 
R -- CC` ---) R -- C+C-c 

For this elimination to proceed the ester must possess a hydrogen 

atom on the `3 carbon of the alkyl group. -A typical example is the 

thermal degradation of poly(t - butyl nethacrylate) which yields 

isobutene as the volatile fragment leaving methacrylic acid in the 

polymer chain (22). - 
1*5 Review of Polvoropvlene Degradation, 

I Thermal 

In view of the fact that in polyproyiene every other 

carbon atom in the chain i3 tertiary, all the carbon - carbon 

bonds tend to be appreciably weaker than those in polyethylene 
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which has, in general, only a relatively few tertiary carbon atoms 

due to the presence of occasional methyl or ethyl substituents. It 

is perhaps not surprising, therefore, that polypropylene is 

somewhat more prone to thermal degradatibn than is polyethylene. 

In polypropylene, a reduction of molecular weight sets in at 

about 230PC but breakdown to volatile products is insignificant 

below 300°C (23). With the onset of degradation, the weight 

average molecular weight drops much more rapidly than the number 

average molecular weight and as a consequence the ratio Y-1/`! =in 

which is fairly high in the original polypropylene, approaches 

the value of two, the theoretical limit for a random molecular 

weight distribution (2, ). This sharp initial fall in molecular 

weight coupled with the presence of a wide spectrum of hydrocarbon 

degradation products led to the hypothesis. that the reaction 

proceeds by random splitting of the polymer chain as a result of 

radical transfer reactions. 

adors! y and Strains (25), using mass spectromatry, and 

bioiseev, Khloplyankina et al., Bailey et al., and van Schoden and 

Evenhius (26 
- 30) using gas chromatography have all attempted to 

determine the volatile degradation products of polypro, 7lene in 

order to explain the mechanism of decomposition. More recently, 

ý 
om rehtansi: se onalyra1s Py, inclu ing ce.. 4raticn a 

--t4lr 
t4ca a ve-rct C . Vrwba r//` ýI-. u Y. ýV/t 

Vf a /^ \F. 

and unsaturated hydrocarbons was published by Tsuchiya and Sumi jib. 

Hydrocarbon products with I- 12 carbon atoms were analysed by 

gas chromatography and a mechanism proposed (FIGURE 1.2). 
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The initiation (A) occurs by random scission of the main chain, 

yielding two typen of radicals; primary (i) and secondary; (II). The 

production of radical (ii) is more favourable than the production 

of radical (I) during the decomposition because the former in also 

produced by intermolecular and intramolecular radical transfer to 

tertiary carbon followed by f3 - scission (DsC, Dand E). 

Intramolecular radical transfer and propogation (G) reactions can 

account for the production of most volatiles. The experimental 

results indicate that radical transfer takes place mainly at the 

tertiary carbons and that transfer to the third and fourth carbons 

of the polypropylene chain is important. This latter possibility 

had not been considered in previous studies. Since radical transfer 

to the tertiary carbons. increases the amount of radical. (II) as 

comparedwwith radical (I). the amounts of products formed from 

radical (II) were much greater than those for radical (I). 

II Thermal Oxidation 

It is generally accepted that the branched chain autoxidation 

of polyolefins is characterised by an induction period during 

=: hich hydroperoxides are produced (32). The decomposition of these 

hydroperoxides is commonly recognised as the process responsible 

for the ensuing rapid oxidation. Hydroperoxidation may be initiated 

by reactions between metallic and hydroperoxide impurities (33) or 

perhaps between molecular oxygen and the substrate (30. The exact 

nature of initiation is not yet understood. Beachell and Beck (3r, ) 

demonstrated that hydroperoxide groups are mainly situated at 

tertiary carbon atoms. Hydroperoxidation is terminated primarily 

by disproportionation of peroxy radicals (36) or by the reaction, 
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OOH 0-' 0*. 

"ýýCHL C -- Uli i- CH - OH2 ̂ -ý "- CHZ U- CH2-1 H-- 

CH3 CH3 CH3 OH3 

Three factors are known to influence the length of the induction 

period and the rate of oxidation of polypropylene; the temperature 

at which the oxidation is carried out, the oxygen pressure, and the 

bulk of the sample. An increase in temperature shortens the duration 

of the induction period and increases the rate of oxidation (37)0 

An increase in. oxygon pressure has a similar effect (37)" Boss and 

Chinn (38) have shown that oxidation of solid polypropylene is 

limited by oxygen diffusion to a depth of 2! mil from the surface. 

In order to eliminate diffusion effects and thus study the kinetics 

of the reaction more effectively, Abu-- Isa (37) carried out 

investigations in thin films (0.3 
- 0.7mi7. ) of polypropylene. As 

expected, the rate of oxidation was found to be much more rapid 

than with thicker films. 

Chien et al. (39) have demonstrated that more than 90 of the 

hydroperoxide groups, formed during the induction period, are 

intramolecularly hydrogen bonded and are present in sequences of 

length two and greater. This affords strong support to the occurence, 

in the propogation steps of polypropylene ; autoxidatioa, of back - 

biting hydrogen abstraction by the peroxy radical via a six - 
d1a 

. 
ta e. A very horoug it ea ti`"nt on hr s been 

! /iV 1lIVwiV Ur4lli>1 YJ. N iJ ýJ VaVýV. y" uýý... 

made of the non - volatile products of thermal oxidation (ko). 

Functional groups, two of which are forced per chain scission, 

comprise Y- lactone (17j'-), aldehyde (21%), ketone (21%c), acid (2F%), 

and ester (1617/1). The presence of ý- lactone is another indication 

of the importance of intrarroleoular back - biting. 
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The thermal decomposition of polypropylene hydroperoxide consists 

of two separate reactions (41). The first consumes up to 90% of the 

total hydroperoxide and consists of homolytie decomposition of the 

hydroperoxido groups. The second involves decomposition of 

13 - hydroxy hydroperoxide structures formed as a by - product of 

the first reaction. The chemiluminescence observed during the 

oxidation of polypropylene has been shown to be a function of the 

hydroperoxide rather than the peroxy radical concentration (t2). 

The overall autoxidation of polypropylene may be represented 

by the following sequence 
ki (1) ROOH ---=--'r RO "+ 'OH 

(2) k0 + RH ------ý ROH +R 

" 
k2 

3) OH + RH -2 H2O -i- ??. 

k 
(4) R' + 02 3 R0j 

k. 
( 5) R02 + RH p--- 

- ROOH +R 

k 
(6) 2802 t 02 + products. 

Another method of overcoming diffusion effects is to 

study the reaction in solution. The thermal oxidations of :.. _ 

polypropylene in trichlorobenzene (&3,4' ) and in benzene (1L5) 

have been investigated in order to provide further insight into 

the autoxidation mechanism. The effects of both initiation and 

inhibiting additives on the =echanism of thermal oxidation of 

polypropylene are also of considerable interest 
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III Pnotooxidalion 

"Pure" saturated polyolefins such as polypropylene are 

not expected to show on ultra - violet absorption beyond 2000 (1>) 

and consequently should be indefinately stable to the sunlight 

transmitted by the atmosphere (wavelengths greater than 2°00 g). 

However commercial polypropylene undergoes rapid-chemical and 

physical deterioration on exposure to sunlight (50). This is 

generally attributed to chromophoric impurities such as hydro -- 

peroxide and carbonyl groups which are introduced into the polymeric 

backbone by thermal oxidation during the extrusion and Lnoulding 

processes (50). Transition metal residues of %iegler - Natta. 

catalysts ($0) and poly r - oxygen charge - transfer complexes (; 1) 

have also been proposed as possible sources of initiation in the 

photoc? egradation of polypropylene, 

A series of publications by Carlsson, Kato and Wiles (52, c3, 

5iß., 55) has contributed much to our present understanding of the 

photooxidation of polypropylene. Employing wavelengths greater 
0 

than 3000 A in air, these workers showed that the photooxidation 

of polypropylene film involves, at least in part, the conventional 

free - radical autoxidation chain process (), ), to give hydro - 

peroxides as initial products. In addition, a host of carbonyl 

compounds is also formed, probably by secondary processes 

The rate of photooxidation is also found to increase with the 

taoticity of the polymer sample (55). Eowever, this effect is 

believed to be due to the occurrence of a stereo - dependent step 

(or steps) in the oxidative chain, and not due to differences in 

sample morphology. 

As outlined above, conirereial polypropylene 'which is normally 
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processed in air at temperatures greater than 200°C will have 

substantial amounts of hydroperoxide and carbonyl Impurities. Since 

those are thought to be a possible source of'instability of 

polypropylene to near ultra -. violet radiation, Carlsson and co 

workers studied the vacuum photolyses of polypropylene ketones and 

polypropylene hydroperoxide. 

a) Photolysis of Polypropylene ketones. (53) 

Air oxidation results principally in two polymeric ketones 

!;. end S', in approxinately equirnolar arrounts. (A) is photo1 sed 

pr=i arily by a Norrish type L scission to give carbon monoxide and 

two macroradicals whereas (B) is photp1 sed by a z-lorrish type II 

scission to give acetone and an unsaturated chain end. 

H3 0 H3 
hvI 

H3 

^^CH CH2 C-- CHZ CH^ý ="- 2 ^# CH2 CH -- C112 + Co 
type i 

(A) 

Cif 
I0 

lull CH -- CH2 C --- CH3 

(B) 

-CH=CH 
by 

type II 
H2 C 

11 

-,, -CH2 CH 

+ Cii xx3 3 

Both have quantum yields of approximately 0.08 and are believed to be 

the source of initiation in the early stages of polypropylene 

photooxidation. In later stages, however, the photooxidation is 

probably dominated by other initiation steps, such as 
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hydroperoxide photolysis. 

b) Photolysis of Polypropylene iiydroperoxide: (c 

The primary photolysis step involves hydroperoxide cleavage 

into t- alkoxy and hydroxy radicals. The major volatile product 

is water, resulting from hydrogen abstraction by hydroxy radicals. 

Little evidence is found for radical induced hydroperoxide 

decomposition. The t- alkoxy radicals are believed to undergo 

extensive /3 scission by two competing processes both of which 

produce ketonic products. 

IFi3 C11 

0 
-SCH. CH2.0. CH2. CH^^' + CH3 

C0 
CH3 

IC 
H3 

IC 
H3 

-CH- CH2. C. CH2. CH- C H3 C H3 

0 ^^"H. CH2.1I . CH3 + CH2' CH ̂^-' 

0 

Carlsson and Wiles (%, r-7) studied the surface reaction of 

photooxidation of polypropylene using Attenuated Total Reflection 

infra - red spectroscopy. They believe that restriction of 

photooxidation to a thin surface layer is not due to restrictions 

on diffusion of oxygen but to trace quantities of polymeric 

carbonyl and hydroperoxide groups present predominantly in the 

surface loyer and formed el-rin" r. rccessinn on the subsequent 

life. - of the polymer. 

Another method of initiation of polyolefin photooxidation is 

that proposed-by Trozzolo and Winslow (c8) involving the 

participation of c1Sctronic fly excited oxyycn molecules. Accordain 
; 
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to the mechanism, singlet oxygen is formed by physical quenching 

of the n -x'triplet state of carbonyl groups. By analogy with the 

solution reactions of singlet oxygen with olefins to form allylio 

hydroperoxides (c9,50), these authors postulated a similar attack 

by singlet oxygen on vinyl groups within the polymer. The. -expected 

proximity of carbonyl and vinyl groups in the polymer is an 

attractive feature of the mechanism. The mechanism proposed by these 

workers for the photooxidative degradation of polyethylene is 

outlined below. It should also apply to polypropylene (s0) 

a) 0 
II 

^^-CH2. C. CH3 
-CH2. C. CH2. CH 2' CH?. CH2 ̂ -r ----ý- + 0ý type II CHF=CH. CH2. CH, 

331 
b) ketone ( n, 7c )+ 02 -}- ketone (So + 02 

c) CHl, =-CH. CH2. CH2 + 02 4- CH2.011=CH-042 --^- 1 
00H 

Further photochemical reactions of the hydroperoxide so formed 

may then take place as previously described. 
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IV Photolysis in Vacuo 

Photodegradation is far more selective than degradation by 

high energy radiation. This is because the 16wer energy of the 

visible and ultra - violet quanta is of the order of the strengths 

of the bonds in polymer molecules. The quanta of high energy 

radiation will tend to be much more indiscriminate in their effects. 

E. S. R. studies indicate thatY - irradiation of polypropylene.,, 

both a. t 770K followed by annealing and at ambient temperature, 

produces alkyl radicals of the type - CHF C CH- (61,62,63). 

CH3 

These radicals undergo competing crosslinking and scission reactions. 
0 

Irradiation of isotactic polypropylene at 77oJ with 297 A 

ultra - violet light produces free methyl radicals in addition to 

the above radicals (6&). These : ethyl radicals could not be 

detected in atactic polypropylene under identical conditions (6c). 

This was attributed to the ease and rapidity of reaction of methyl 

radicals formed in the amorphous region compared to those formed 

in the more diffusion restricting crystalline region. 

Hatton and co - workers (65) have reported that unmodified 

polypropylene film may be orosnlinked by ultra - violet radiation 

only in the presence of some sensitiser (e. g. b: nzophecone) and 

with the use of an appropriate bridging molecule (e. g. allyl 

acrylate). The allyl acrylate penetrates the amorphous regions and 

this is where crosslinking will occur. Thus atactic polypropylene 

is more readily crosslinked than isotactic polypropylene where the 

network consists of heavily cross]in_ked regions interspersed with 

non - crosslinked areas. On the other hand, liujirai et al. (67) 

claim that ultra - violet irradiation in vacuo can directly 
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crosslink polypropylene film without a bridging molecule. 

Crosslinking ras detected by measuring the gel fraction in a 

tetrachloroethane solution and also by measuring the degree of 

swelling in decalin. 

However, it should be rerernbered that polypropylene exhibits 
0 

no true absorption above 2000 A and the radicals 'produced cannot 

be attributed to the direct photodissociation of C. C and C-H bonds. 

Soge possible chronxphorio impurities rere discussed earlier in 

this chapter. Recently, Takeshita et ei. (68) have reported that 

radical foriation in the vacuum photolysis of low density 

polyethylene is due to Norrish type I cleavage of carbonyl group 

impurities in the polymer chain. They also report that certain 

aromatic impurities detected in polyethylene can act as 

photosensitisers. 

1.6' Polymer Blends 

In the field of ooieroial polymers, polymer blends have become 

established materials principally because they are easily adapted 

to specific needs, and can be modified at any time for improvement 

in one property at a minimum sacrifice of other properties. 

Polymer blends may be described as physical mixtures of structurally 

different polymers and are classified as homogeneous 'or heterogeneous 

systems. Homogeneous systems are primarily used to improve 

processing;. heterogeneous systems for imparting toughness; and both 

are used to lesser extents for reducing the amount of the more 

expensive material, for introducing thermally reversible crosslinks, 

and for increasing flame resistance. 
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The most frportant of the commercially available polyblends are 

the impact - resistant styrene and vinyl polymers. The high - impact 

styrene polymers are blends of polystyrene, or high styrene content 

styrene - butadiene copolymers, with natural or synthetic rubbers. 

For impact improvement, poly(vinyl chloride) is blended with 

butadiene - containing rubbery polymers, some acrylates, ethylene - 

vinyl acetate copolymers and ABS plastics. Polyethylene and 

polypropylene are often toughened by addition of butyl rubber. 

Considerable interest has therefore been taken in the physical 

properties of polymer blends, although the chemical properties of 

such systems have not been the subject of much study. It is well 

known. that the decomposition behaviour of a poly er. 'melecule can 

be modified considerably by the presence of a second, foreign 

monomer unit in the chain. It is therefore of interest to observer 

whether or not polymers degrade differently in the presence of a 

second polymer. A typical example is the thermal degradation of 

mixtures of polystyrene and poly(ccmethyl styrene) (69). Poly 

(ocmethyl styrene) is less stable than polystyrene and as it 

depolymerises to monomer, it produces radicals which can initiate 

the degradation of polystyrene at temperatures at which it is 

normally stable. 
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Uiri of this fzork 

Although a great deal of effort has been concentrated on the 

photooxidation of polypropylenes little has been directed at its 

photolysis in vacuo. This thesis is concerned with an investigation 

into the effect of heat and lights alone or in combination on 

film of isotactic polypropylene. The possible effects of catalysts 

residues and sample morphology are also considered. 

As a consequence of the increasing industrial importance of 

polyblends, it was deemed worthwhile to investigate the therir l 

and photo - stabilities of a number of polymer blends containing 

polypropylene as the co on polymer. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

EXPE I'EMTAL Tr7)HNIQUL3 AND APPARATUS 

2.1 

2.2 

Source of Po1yn ers 

The polyirrer Urost widely used in this investigation was a sample 

of isotactic polypropylene, obtained from Shell as a powder, 

completely free of additives. 4 few of its. characteristics are 

listed. below; - 

Nominal melt index 

Molecular Weight (My) 

Crystalline ! relting Point 

3. Og/10 min. 

222,300 

167°C 

Tacticity 89 % isotactic 

Other polymers used and brief details of their history are 

given in the appropriate chapters. 

Polymer Form 

In photochemical studies of polymers in the solid state, it is 

recognised that the use of powdered polymer leads to erratic and 

conflicting results on account of the large number of uncontrollable 

variables (particle size, layer thickness, surface area of powder, etc) 

associated with such a system. For this reason, most investigations 

are conducted on thin films. 

Standard ructho3s of preparing transparent poly-mer films involve 

melting, pressing, moulding etc. at elevated temperatures in air. 

However, each suffers from the disadvantage that the polymer may 
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become partially degraded or oxidised during formation of the 

film. Alternatively, polyrr3r films can be cast from solution by 

solvent evaporation, a process which normally involves no 

degradation or oxidation. However, there is no suitable solvent 

for polypropylene at ambient. temperatures and film - casting at 

elevated temperatures again risks degradation or oxidation. 

The method finally adopted involved pressing a polymer 

powder sample at room temperature into the form of a disc, which 

was pre - melted and cooled in vaouo prior to use. Approximately 

80 mg of powdered polypropylene was placed in a continuously 

evacuated die and compressed to 20 tons for t minutes in a 

Perkin -Elmer hydraulic press. In this way an opaque polymer 

disc of radius 1 cm and thickness 230 microns was obtained. 

The disc in this form was still unsuitable for photolysis 

since it was opaque and could be simply be regarded as a more 

sophisticated form of "powder sample", with many of its 

uncontrollable variables. This problem was overcome by heating 

the disc in vacuo, to a temperature slightly above its melting 

point and allowing it to cool. Great care was taken to enst: re 

the rigorous control of the cooling process since the degree of 

crystallinity of a sample depends on the rate of cooling from the 

melt. Indeed, samples of different crystallinities were prepared 

in this manner. The result of pre - molting a polymer disc was 

an almost transparent sample suitable for the incidence of 

ultra - violet radiation. 

However for degradations above the melting point of the polymer, 

pro - melting was of course, not necessary. On melting, a disc 

becomes transparent and loss of incident light intensity owing to 
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reflection and scattering is minimised. 

2,3 Source of Radiation 

A Hanovia chrorratolite lamp was used as the source of ultra .. 

violet radiation. This lamp employed a low -- pressure mercury are 

to produce a typical mercury emission spectrum, the intensities of 
00 

the two resonance lines at i8i 9i and 2q37 1+ being much greater than 

those of all the other wavelengths present. The output of this lamp 

is shown in FIW22.1. The lamp was connected to an L. T. H. 

Transistorised I kVA Voltage Regulator to ensure that any variations 

in the mains output did not affect the lamp emission. 

2.!. Transmission of IJV Radiation 

Under the experimental conditions employed, it was necessary for 

the output of the lamp to traverse air, fused silica and a vacuum 

(inside the cell) before finally impinging on the polymer samples. 

Thus it is to be expected that the nature of the radiation eventually 

reaching the polymer disc will be modified to some extent by the 

absorption characteristics of these media. 

a) Transmission by Air 

The only component of air capable of absorbing the ultra - violet 

radiation employed is oxygen, the other constituents being completely 

transparent in this)agion of the ap--ctrun. The oxygen absorption 

spectrum consists of two sets of bands, the one system converging at 
0 

2400 A. and the more important Schu. nn a Runge sy te=# ha ing a 
00 

. threshold wavelength at 2000 A and converging towards 1761 A (70)- 

These two absorptions correspond to two photo -- dissociations of 

oxygen molecules, 
02 + hV ----ý- 0 

3P) 
l0 (1 D 

and 
02 + hV - -ý 20 (3p). 

Ozone in produced concurrently according to the equations, 
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FIGURE 2.1 Output of Hanovia Lamp 
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0 ('D) + 02 +M --- ý- 03 +M 

and 

o (3P) + 02 +M- -ý 03 +M 

i'her ' ih is the necessary third body. 
0 

It is obvious that only the 181x. 9 A line has an energy associated 

with it which exceeds the threshold energy for the dieociation of 

oxygen. It has been indicated (10) that 1 cm of air is sufficient 

to absorb this - line 
. 
completely. 

b) Transmission by Fused Silica 

The transmission of fused silica is shown in FIGURE 2.2. 

It can be seen that, for the wavelength considered, 96 %, of the 

incident light is transmitted. 

a) Monochromaticity of the Source 

It has already been shown that 93 of the' lamp output is 

composed of the mercury resonance radiation with wavelengths of 
0q 181.9 A and 2537 A, and that, in traversing the arc to polymer path, 

the intensity of the former is reduced to an extremely low value. 

The intensity of the latter, however, is only slightly attenuated. 

Since the intensities of the longer wavelength radiation are 
0 

negligible compared with that of the 2537 A, the radiation reaching 

the polymer sample is virtually monochromatic (2537-2)- 

2-5 Determination of the Absolute Numbers of quanta Produced by the 

Larmýs Employed. 

a) Introduction 

In order that the results of photolysis may be treated in a 

quantitative manner and that the results emanating from different 
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lamps may be compared quantitatively it iss imperative that the 

absolute number of quanta produced by each source be dotermined. The 

method employed in this investigation involved use of the potansium 

ferrioxalate solution phase chemical actinometer developed by 

Hatchard and Parker (8) which is simple to use and very sensitive 

over a wide range of wavelengths. It is based on the fact that when 

solutions of K3Fe(C204)3 in sulphuric acid are irradiated with light 

of wavelength 2500 - 5770 Ä, the iron is reduced to the ferrous 

state and the oxalate is oxidised. After irradiation, the ferrous 

iron can be converted into the red coloured 1�10 phenanthroline 

Fe2+ complex which is highly absorbing and easily analysed* 

b) Exnerirccntal Procedure 

Solid green crystals of K3Fe(C'20 )3 were prepared as described 

by Hatchard and Parker (8) and Calvert and Pitta (5), the latter 

giving a fully detailed summary of the procedure. The manipulations 

and preparation of the ferrioxalate solutions were carried out in a 

dark room. A standard calibration graph for the analysis of the Fe2¢ 

complex was prepared, as shown in FIGURE 2.3, using a Hitachi 

Perkin Elmer 139 UV - Visible Spectrophotometer. 

The light intensity in each of the two photolysis cells was 

determined by irradiating 15 m1 of ferrioxalate solution (V1) for 

a period of 60 seconds. After mixing the solution, to ml (V; ) was 

the phen týe}? roi e pipet od into a 25 ml volumetric Q1n: 1I: (V 
z) 

and n 

complex prepared along with an identical blank solution using 

unirradiated ferrioxalate solution. The transmission of the complex 
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solution was measured at g100 3 
in a1 cm cell using the blank. 

solution as a references 

The number of Fe 
2+ 

ions formed during the photolysis (nFe2{) 

was calculated using the formula; 

2+ 6.023 x10 
0V1 

v3 iog(Io/I ) 

a Fe = 
V2LE 

whore 
ý1 = Volume of actinometer solution irradiated (nil) 

" V2 = Volume of aliquot taken for analysis (ml) 

V3 = Final volume to which the aliquot V2 is diluted (ml) 

log(I0/I) _ Measured optical density of the solution at 5100 A 

L= Path length of the spectrophotometer cell used (cm) 

E= Experimental valuc.. of the molar extinction 

coefficient of the Feg{ complex as determined 

from the slope of the calibration plot. 

The light itensity incident just inside the silica window of 
i 

each photolysis cell, 1 
o, was calculated from the equation (5), 

2+ - E(A)L 
Ii-n Fe Fe2+ . «(1 - 10 ) quanta / sec. 

where 
2+ 

Fe 2+ is the quantum yield of the product Fe (equal to 1.25 

for the radiation of wavelength 2537 

t time of exposure 

(1 - I/I0) - (1 - 10` EAui) fraction of incident 

light absorbed. 

Calculated values iril be quot3d in üubsequ n4 C11 p poi s. 
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2.6 Determination of the Peroxide Content of the Polypropylene Sample. 

The peroxide concentration was determined using the procedure 

outlined by Carlsson and Wiles 5mg of the powdered polymer 

were refluxed with 2.0ml of a sodium iodide solution in isopropyl 

alcohol (200g/1) after acidification with 7 ml of an acetic acid 

isopropyl alcohol mixture (1: 10 'ratio by volume). At the and of 

the raflux po 'iod, the solution was cooled, diluted to 10 ml with 

distilled water. and the 13 formed during peroxide decomposition 

was determined on a Unicsm SP 800 apectrophotometer. The optical 

density was obtained at 3600 R in 1 cm cells and the peroxide 

concentration was estimated from a measured extinction coefficient 

for 13 of 25000 2S^1 cmwl .A blank solution was refluxed for use as 

a reference. 

This method takes advantage of the oxidative stability of 

iodide ions in isopropanol ( dispensing with the need for a nitrogen 

atmosphere), and the high sensitivity and convenience of a 

speotrophotometric method. It has been shown (71) that only a brief 

reflus. (-5 min) is normally required to give a quantitative yield 

of 13 from most hydroperoxides. This procedure allows the 

estimation of total peroxide levels as lour as Ix 10 
7 

moles in 

5 mg sample. 

2.7 Determination of Degree of Crystallinity 

Polymer molecules with a particular molecular structure ( e. g. 

isotactic polypropylene) aggregate to form crystals, and these, in 

turn, aggregate to Porn sperulites. The rinner of aggregation of 

molecules determines the crystal structure and the aggregation of 

crystals produces the morphological structure (spherulite or single 

crystal). Polyolefins are only partially crystalline and the 
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detennination of the degree of crystallinity (percentage of 

crystalline material) im of great practical importance. This may be 

measured by several methods, X -- ray diffraction and density 

measurements being the ones employed in this study. 

a) X*. - Ray Diffraction 

X- ray 'powder' photographs were obtained from polyrcer discs 

cooled from the malt at different rates. Diffraction curves, of 

which FIGURE 2.1ý. is typical, were obtained from these films using a 

Chromoscan 2: II Double - Bearn Recording and Integrating 

Dsnsito ter. 

In any attenpt to determine the degree of crystallinity of a 

sample from X- ray diffraction, son- measure of the background 

curve must be obtained. The simplest method of constructing a 

backgroung curve appeared to be that of riatta and coworkers (72), 

involving the following steps ; 

i) A straight line was drawn to connact the points of the 

diffraction curve corresponding to 20 7o and 20 = 300. 

ii) The vertical distance i from the background maximum to this 

straight line is determined. 

iii) Another point of the background at 2E= 145° ras then found 

at the vertical distance of 0.9a above the straight line. 

iv) The background curve was finally finished as a smooth curve 

passing through the two constructed points and tangential 

to the diffractogram at the diffraction angles of about 

12.50 and 23°, reapactively. 

The completed background curve is also shown in FIGURE 2.3. 

The crystalline fraction (X) was calculated using the equation 

developed by r1oidinger and Herrrans (73) ; 
0 
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20 
FIGURE 2.7, 

_ 
Typical X- Ray Diffraction Curve for isotactic 

Polypropylene. 
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o /0 1200 x 
or am 925 (1 -X. ) 

from which follot a, 

1+1.2970 /0 
am er 

where, 

0or sum of the surfaces of all peaks up to 28 = 500 

-(1200 for a 100 ý crystalline samples). 

Oam = surface of the background above the (almost 

horizontal) straight line cgnnecting the recorded 

intensities at 20=70 and 2e= 30°. 

(925 for a 100 % amorphous sample). 

b) The Density L thod 

This method (74. ) is based on the assumption that the polymer 

consists of crystalline zones with a theoretical X- ray density 

(0.936) and amorphous zones with the low density of wholly amorphous 

atactic polypropylene (0.855). Density values of polypropylene discs 

cooled from the melt were obtained at 20°C using a density column. 

The degree of crystallinity cf each sample was determined by linear- 

interpolation. 

2.8 Therrral Z! ethods of Analysis 

a) Thermal Volatilisation Analysis (TVA) 

The technique of Thermal Volatilisation Analysis was first 

described by McNeill (75) and measures the thermal conductivity of 

lWhe 61a-t. le material evolved from a heated poly-. =r camp? c vthich is 

being continuously pumped. 

In the basic TVA system, a Pirani gauge is attached to a vacuum 

line system at a convenient point between the heated sample and the 
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cold trap (- 196°C). The products : hick leave the hot zone pass 

through the system and produce a response on the Pirani gauge. If 

an additional trap, at sorrr, -, - temperature between ambient and that 

of the rain trap, is placed before the Pirani gauge, as shown in 

FIGURE 2.5, then the gauge will-now respond only to substances 

sufficiently volatile to pass through the trap. By varying the 

first trap temperature in a series of experiments, a considerable 

amount of information about the nature of the products may be 

obtained. 
e 

The differential condensation TVA apparatus (DCi'V. 4), shown in 

FIGURE 2.6, was later developed by McNeil). (76) and allows the 

above information to be obtained in a single experiment. This 

system employs a series of five traps maintained at different 

temperatures, each followed by a Pirani gauge. The responses from 

the Pirani gauges are fed into a multi - point recorde; ý so that they 

are recorded simultaneously. These traces of the responses are A 

measure of the rate of volatilisation against time. The traces give 

an indication of the amounts of the various products which are 

volatile at the various trap temperatures. A separate tempc-rature 

versus time trace is also recorded so that '. hen a linear temperature 

programme is used, as in normal practice, any deviations of the 

heating rate from linearity may be checked. 

It has been found that polymers give very characteristic.. 

thermgrams and much information about stability, reaction mechanisms 

and. the raturc of the volatile products can be deduced. Further 

information can be obtained by analysis of the volatile materials 

which have condensed in the various traps, the short chain fragments 

which condense on the walls of the reaction tube outside the 
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Trap I - 100°C 
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Trap 5 - 196°C 

1,2,3,. and = Pirani Cause Heads 

FIGURE 2.6 . Schematic Representation of the Four Line 

To 
Pumps 

Differential Condensation TVA System. 
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furnacc, and the residue. 

This technique was found to be particularly useful in 

investigating the effect of blending polypropylene with other 

polyfl r3. 

b) Thermogravimetry (TG) 

Thorinogravim try was carried out using a Dii Pont 950 

Thcrmogravimetric Analyser which employs a null types balance in 

which any weight change in the sample is opposed by an equal 

restoring force applied to the beam. This restoring force is then 

a measure of the change in the weight of the sample. The balance 

can be operated up to 12000C, either isothermally or by programing 
0 

at a heating rate of 0.5 C0 to 30 C per minute. 

The main disadvantage of this particular instrument is that it 

cannot be used under high vacuum conditions. Thus, exact comparison 

of results with TVA cannot bs made. 

In this study, a heating rate of 10°G per minute was used to 

degrade 10 mg samples in an atmosphere of nitrogen. 

2.9 141olecular Freight Datermination 

Molecular weights were measured vi. scornetrically.. Although 

this is a rapid method with relatively few sources of experimental 

error, it is not absolute like osmornetry or light scattering. 

For linear polymers. solution viscosity is empirically related to 

w lecular weight. 

Viscosity can be defined in the following ways (77) ; 
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Relative Viscosity 
rel 

ýý'ýo = t/to 

where t0 is the flow time of a reference solvent through a 

viscometer and t is the flow time through the same viscometer of a 

dilute solution of polymer in the same reference solvent. 

Specific Viscosity 
g rel 

-I =° (t toý 
Pt 

Reduced VisccsitX 
red sp/c 

where c is the concentration of the polymer solution in g/100 ml. 

Inherent Viscosity = In 
xii}i 

%ei/o 

Intrinsic Viscosity ýý11ý = lim(1ý'ý ) lim(lnlj) 
C-00 sp/c 0-+0 res l/i ) 

The determination of intrinsic viscosity requires the preparation 

of dilute solutions of the polymer in a suitable solvent. The 

viscosities of these solutions are then measured rotative to that 

of the solvent. The intrinsic viscosity is obtained by extrapolating 

to zero concentration a plot of either inherent viscosity or reduced 

viscosity versus concentration. However an equation has been 

c eveloped (73) fdr-7deterx1ining-ýintrinsio. viscosity by a single 

point determination for dilute solutions ; 
L( 2. ) 2/c] toi - In ftj )2 

Sp ral 

A correlation üe eer, intrinsic viscosity and roleouiar weight 

for linear polyircrs is achieved through the Hark-Houwink equation 

(77). 
9 

where Y. is the rnlecular weight and K and 0' , are constants for a 

particular polymer - solvent system. The constants K and vC are 

determined by the intercept and slope, respectively, o: a log - log 
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plot of intx insic viscosity and molecular "weight. The molecular 

weights used in such a plot are determined by one of the absolute 

methods such as light scattering. 

In this work, intrinsic viscosities were obtained. using. an 

Ubbelohde capillary viscometer, and applying the single - point 

determination rethod. b'oleeular : Lights rare e3tirmted from the 

intrinsic viscosities of decalin solutions of polypropylene at 1350C 

using the equa$ion (2 4)., 

41 ]=1.07 x1 
0`Is" 

1,1 
80 

It was considered advisable to use the single - point 

determination method since it has been reported (79) that 

polypropylene undergoes severe degradation if maintained in decalin 

at 13500 for periods upwards of 30 minutes. 1% 2,6 di -t- butyl - 

p- cresol (lonol) ras added to the docalin as a stabiliser. 

2.10 Dcgradation Apparatus 

a) Photolysis Colls 

It is essential that any photochemical reaction be carried out 

in a vessel which is transparent to the ultra - violet light used. 

For this reason the caps of the photolysis cells employed were 

made of silica. The ambient temperature photolysis cell and the 

photothermal cell aio represented in FIGURE 2.7. The two halves of 

each cell were connected by a ground glass joint. The position of 

the phototherrral cell relative to the rest of the vacuum system is 

shown in FIGURE 2.8. 

b) Thermal Degradation Cell 

Thermal deäradations were carried out in the photothermal cell 

(FIGURE 2.7 (b)) without the incidence of radiation. 
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a) Ambient Temperature Photolysis Cell 
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b) Photothermal Degradation Cell 

FIGURE 2.7 Degradation Cells 
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c) Tempsrature Control 

Degradations, both thermal and photothermal, were conducted over 

a range of-temperatures up to 3% °C. The cell was heated to the 

required temperature by means of a furnace connected to a Sirect 

Mark II Proportional Temperature Controller in conjunction with a 

Silicon Controlled Rectifier Unit. Chromel - 4lurel thermocouples 

were used to record the temperature of the furnace and of the silica 

disc inside the degradation cell. In this way an accurate calibration 

was obtained (FIGURE 2.9). 

2.11 Experimental Procedure 

a) Photolysis at Ambient Temperature 

Polymor discs (80mga) werd irradiated in the cell illustrated 

in FIGURE 2.7(a). The lamp was alloyed to warn: up for 15 minutes 

prior to exposure of the sample. 

bý Phoiotharmal and Thermal Degradation 

Polymer discs (8Cngs), each supported on a silica discs were 

placed in the cell and connected to the vacuum system as shown in 

FIGURE 2.8. The call was evacuated, tap T1 was closed and the two 

traps immersed in liquid nitrogen. The furnace was then raised and 

after 10 minutes the sample was adjudged to have reached the 

required temperature. In phototherrfal degradations, the sample was 

exposed to the UV radiation at this point. 

Degradation products leaving th hot zone condense either on the 

side of-the cell outside the furnace or in the cold traps, depending 

on their volatility. It has been suggested that, in systems which 

are not continuously pumped, diffusion of products from the heated 

sample is inhibited by the increase in pressure in the system, 

thus causing the occurrence of secondary reactions. It is considered 
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that the systen employed in the present study approxircates to a 

continuously evacuated system since only trace amounts of non - 

condensible materials are produced. 

2.12 Product Separation 

Tho degradation products were separated for analysis in the 

following manner; 

a) Pcrn: anent gases (those non - condensible at - "96°C) were 

removed frorn the apparatus, with cold traps still in 

position, using a Töplcr pump. 

b) Products volatile at ambient temperature were then obtained 

by removing the cold traps and collecting, as before, with a 

Topier pump. The usual procedure in both cases was to collect 

the gases in an infra. - red gas cell and then, having run a 

spectrum, to transfer thern to a glass sample vessel 

suitable for lS or GIJ analysis. 

c) The polymer residue weights were obtained by noting the 

combined weight of the silica diso and polymer sample before 

and after degradation. 

d) The amounts of short chain polymer fragments ( cold ring 

fraction) were determined by washing out the sides of the 

cell with warm toluene into pro - weighed sample bottles and 

removing the solvent under vacuum-to constant weight. 

Ilul ýü1J L. 
13 

-Product 
The polymer degradation products were identified and weasured 

using the techniques and instrunentation outlined below ;- 
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a) Infra « red Spectroscopy 

A as cc11 of path Length 10 ars was used to record the infra - 

red spectra of gaseous products. The spectra of the cold ring 

fragments were measured by casting a thin film from wann toluene on 

a NaOi sa_lü plate using a clean salt plate as a reference. The 

spectra of the polymer residues were recorded using KBr discs (300mg) 

containing 3 mg of sample. A bland KBr disc was placed in the 

reference beam on each occasion. 

All spectra were run on a Perkin - Elx cr 257 Crating. 

Spectrophotoim ter and quantitative m asurenents, where necessary, 

were carried out using the usual base - line method. 

b) UV -- Visible Spectroe tEX 

All spectra were obtained on a Uni. cam SP 800 sp3ctrophotorater. 

c) Vass Spectrometr 

An A. E. I. 2: S 10 Residual Gas Analyser was used to obtain nass 

spectra of the permanent gases. The spectra of other gaseous 

volatiles were obtained using an A. E. I. ]S 12 Mass Spectrometer. 

d) Gas - Liquid Chromatography (GLO 

GILL . analysis of the total gaseous yolatiles was carried out using 

a Yicrotek GC 2000 R Research Gas* Chroi-na"tograph equipped With dual 

columns, flair ionisation detector and a linear temperature 

programmer. A stainless steel column of dimensions 10 ft x in* 

and packed with 30 - 60 mesh silica gel, was employed. The gas 

sampling apparatus, which has the advantage of being portable, is 

shown in FIGURE 2. I0. Samples were withdrwn via the rubber septum 

using a gas syringe and injected into the chromatograph. 
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FIGURE 2.10 Gas Sampling Apparatus 
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CH/, PTE THREE 

Is CO1PARJ_SON OF THE THEPJ'AL AIM MOTOTHEMal, DEGRADATIONS 

OP POLYPROPYLENE. 

A series of thermal and photothermal degradations were 

conducted for tunes up to 20 hours and over a temperature rangy of 

300 o- 34°C. Photod gradations were also carried out, for tines up 

to 100 hours, at temperatures below the threshold temperature for 

thermal degradation of polypropy lens (^'30o? C) and above its melting 

point (1ý7eE). Possible differences between the thermal and 

photothermal degradation reactions were bought through a detailed 

analysis of volatile products. Experimental conditions and 

techniques of analysis were'aa described in Chapter 2. The intensity 

of the light beam incident on the polyior sample was 

2.1, g. x 1015 quanta/sec. 

3.1 qualitative Cor, parison of Dapradation Products 

Before a quantitative study of the degradation products can be 

contemplated, it is necessary to obtain a qualitative knowledge of 

each class of component, using more than one technique if possible. 

Products are classified under the following headings; 

a) permanent gases 

b) products volatile at 2C PC 

o) products liquid at 20oC 

d) short chain fragments (cold ring fraction) 

e) polymer residue 
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a) Permanent Gases 

The techniques of infra - red spectroscopy and mass spectrometry 

were employed, as described in Chapter 2, to analyse the permanent 

gases (volatile at - 195°C). FIGURE 3.1 shows the infra - red 

spectrum of the permanent gas fraction of a polypropylene sample 

photothernally degraded for 20 hours at 3 00°G. The only peaks are 

at 3018 cmwý and 1301 cm 
1, 

and are characteristic of methane. 

Vass spectrometric analysis of this same sample indicated the 

'presence of hydrogen (m/e 2) and methane (rn/e 15,16). 

Hydrogen and methane were found to constitute the entire 

permanent gas fraction of every thermal and photothermal degradation 

reaction studied. i 

b) products Volatile at 200C 

The gaseous products volatile at 2000 were collected as 

described in Chapter 2 and analysed by means of infra -- red 

spectroscopy, GIB and mass spectrometry. They include the small 

proportion of permanent gases referred to above. 

I Infra - red 

The spectrum of the total gases produced during the 

thermal degradation of polypropylene for 8 hours at 3%°C is shown 

in FIGURE 3.2. The spectra resulting from degradations at all 

temperatures studied within the range 3000 - 3F& C 
are similar. 

The assi gnmients of the Various absorptions Pre listed in `l ABLE. 3.1 . 

These are consistent with a complex mixture of saturated and 

unsaturated hydrocarbons. Little further information could be 

obtained from attempts to fractionate the gaseous products. 

The spectrum of products from the photolysis of polypropylene 
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for 8 hours at 3; 40C is similar to that of its thermal analogue 

(FIGURE 3.2) except for an additional absorption, of very small 

intensity, at 950 cm-1- This extra peak is attributed to a trace 

quantity of ethylene and is also to be found in all spectra from 

photodegradations in the range 3000- 3%0 . 

Photolyses were also carried out below 300°C but above 1 7°C, 

the melting point of polypropylene. Two spectra, typical of this 

range, are represented in FIGURE 3.3. At 200°C, the only 

identifiable product, is methane (3018 and 130±4. cm-1), while at 2q0°C 

the spectrum is similar to those resulting from photodegradations 

above . 30000. 

Thus it appears that temperature has a marked effect on the 

production of volatiles in the photolysis of polypropylene, even 

when thermal degradation is absent. 

LI Gas Chromatography 

Product gases were introduced into the gas chromatograph 

as described in Chapter 2. FIGURE 3. l. illustrates the tracer. 

obtained for the products of photothermal degradation for 16 hours 

0 
at 3c1 C. The retention time for each peak was obtained, and 

standard samples of pure gases were introduced into the column 

under the same conditions. The peaks in this tracs, 'which is 

typical of those produced by the products of photolysis at other 

temperatures in the range studied, are accounted for as in 

TABLE 3.2. 

Traces resulting from the products of thermal degrada yic ns in 

the range 300 - 3r%°C are similar to* that in FIGURE 3.1, 
_, save that 

peak no. 2, attributed to ethylene, is absent. This is in agreement 

with infra - red evidence. 
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Temperature 100°C Temperature 50°C 

Sensitivity x2 Sensitivity xI 

6 

2 

1 

3 

30 20 10 15 10 50 

Retention Time (minutes) 

FIGURE; 3. ºt. GIJC trace for the products of photothermal 

degradation for 16 hours at 351F00 . 

Peak No. in 
FIGURE 3.4 

Gas Retention Tirre 
(minutes) 

Temnerature 
(oC) 

1 Methane 2.0 50 

2 Ethane l. 8 50 

3 Ethylene 7.5 50 

1. Propane 13.5 50 

5 Propene 13.0 100 

6 Bute ne 30.0 100 

TABLE 3.2 Assirunments of the peaks in the GLG trace 

represented in FIGURE 3. &. 
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III 1 aas SpýDctrornetry 

Vass spectra of gaseous products were obtained as described 

in Chapter 2 and are represented in the form of line diagrams, 

corrected for background where necessary (FIGUR 3. , 3.6 and 3.7)e 

The overall features can thus be seen at a glance. The spectrum of 

any hydrocarbon mixture is complex- and consequently difficult to 

interpret, probably for the following reasons. 

Molecular ions Pored in a mass spectrorietor are odd - electron 

species. A molecular ion EB]t, in which portions A and B are 

connected by a chemical bond, may therefore fra nt into a 

carbonitun iön and a radical, 

C ---ý AB or A+B 

the most probable cleavages being those which give rise to the most 

stable carbonium ions and / or radicals. This fragmentation reflects 

the desire of an odd - electron species to become an even - 

electron carboniurn ion via radical elimination. Thus the molecular 

ions of molecules containing alkyl side chains frequently 

decompose by elimination of alkyl radicals rather than by expulsion 

of saturated neutral hydrocarbon molecules. For example, losses of 

methyl or ethyl radicals tö give * 11 - CH3 and 11 - C2Hr ions, are 

very commonly observed in mass spectra, whereas abundant M- CH4 

and Mr - C2H6 ions are only infrequently encountered. 

Also, frartentation will occur preferably at sites of branching 

since the order of stability of carbonium ions is tertiary 

secondary > primary. This can be scen by ceY. zing the spectra of 

two isomeric hycdrocaebon3, one linear and the other branched. The 

spectrum of n- nonane is characterised by groups of peaks spaced 
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14 nass units apart (corresponding to a difference of CH2), whose 

relative abundances decrease fairly regularly with increasing m/e 

ratio. However in the spectrum of 3,3 dinethylheptane, 

99 CH3 
". CH3CH2 C 112CH2CH2CH3 

CH3 

1 

C 
11 

(rr, /e 71) and C 
7H1 

{ (rq/e 99) fragments are enhanced by a 

factor of about L. irelative to the spectrum of the linear hydrocarbon, 

since their formation corresponds to the production of tertiary 

carbonium ions. J'oreover, fragmentation is enhanced in branched 

hydrocarbons and therefore a linear hydrocarbon will exhibit a 

molecular ion whereas a branched hydrocarbon will not. Thus the 

spectrum of a mixture of linear hydrocarbons will appear simply as 

the spectrum of. the highest member of the series with the lower 

members contributing to a distortion of relative abundancies of ions. 

If that mixture also contains branched material, then the relative 

abundances of ions is further distorted and the highest peak is not 

necessarily the molecular ion of the highest molecular weight species 

present. 

Also, in the mass spectra of hydrocarbon mixtures, peaks often 

occur two mass units below those associated with saturated carbonium 

ions. These peaks are believed to be duo to alkenyl cations: and 

thus the presence of such peaks cannot be considered as indicative 

of unsaturated rateria1. 

Ho': ever, w on a double bond is present in a n; olecular ion, 

fission of the carbon - carbon bond ß to the double bond is favoured. 

The resulting, carbonium ion is resonance stabilised ; 
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'tttI CC=C-C-i-R] 
--ý' C ---ý'C=C--C -ý-'! 0-7-+ R* 

By itself, this effect is not sufficient to ensure that the peaks 

in the mass spectrum corresponding to -ions of this type will be 

characteristic. One reason is that double bonds appear to be able 

to migrate in the molecular ion, thus rendering the spectra of 

different olefin isomers very similar. 

FIGUP2 3. c is a representation of the mass spectra of the gaseous 

products resulting from the thermal and photothermal degradations of 

polypropylene at 35tß°C. Volatilisation was limited to 1C% of the 

original sample, in both cases. Because of the difficulty of 

identifying individual components, it was considered sufficient in 

this study to compare the general features of these spectra. The 

same. overall pattern of a C1 - C6 hydrocarbon spread is evident in 

both cases and, furthermore, the distribution and relative ebundanccs 

of peaks are similar. 

FIGURE 3.6 illustrates the mass spectra of the gases produced 

during the thermal and photothermal degradations at 335°C 

( 10 % volatilisation). The two spectra are very similar and also 

resemble the spectra in FIGURE 3.5. 

FIGURE 3.7 records the mass spectra of polypropylene 

photodegraded at 200° i 1T % volatilisation? and ? 5nor. ( 10 

aa ti 2sa2}'J tr. ý the n On= ügüiü, 1Jvth 
via öpci11 have vtic $äl? c Overall 

features as those in FIGURE 3.5. However, in FIGURE 3-7s. the relative 

abundances of peaks at ý/e 15 and m /e 16 are much greater than in 

FIGUIS 3. r, and 3.6. These two peaks, as well as forning part of the 

breakdown pattern of higher hydrocarbons, are characteristic of 

methane. Thus using the mass peak, m/e ! L3, as a reference, it may 
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be concluded that there is a larger proportion of methane in the 

hydrocarbon mixture produced during photolysQs at temperatures 

where no theramal degradation occurs. i. e. below 300°C. 

The highest major peak in all spectra occurs at m/e 84., 

corresponding to unsaturated material containing six carbon atoms. 

It can be concluded from these results that in the thermal and 

photothermal degradations of polypropylene in the range 300 - 3F4 °C 

" the products volatile at 20°C include saturated and unsaturated 

hydrocarbons containing 2-6 carbon atoms, in addition to hydrogen 

and methane. The only notable differenoo is the production of, 

larger amounts of ethylene in photothernr'al degradations. 

0 Photodegradation below 300C results in a similar range of 

products but there is proportionally more methane in the gaseous 

hydrocarbon mixture. 

c) Products Liquid at 20 C 

There viere no detectable products which remained liquid at 20°C 

in any of the degradation reactions. The probable explanation is 

that materials which might have remained liquid, such as 0,; 

hydrocarbons and upwards, constituted only a small fraction of the 

total gas phase and so, under conditions of reduced pressure, Were 

completely volatilised. 

d) Short Chain Prag ents (cold ring fraction) 

The cold ring fraction was volatile at the temperature of 

degradation, but not sufficiently volatile to pass to the 

condensation limbs of the degradation apparatus. Consequently, it 

was deposited on the sides and top silica window of the degradation 

cell. In phototherral degradations, the fact that cold ring 

deposited on the silica window was a 3ctcýý disadvantage of the 
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system since this attenuated the incident radiation so that the 

effective intensity decreased with time. The short chain fragments 

were collected for examination an described in Chapter 2. 

The cold ring produced in all degradations, both thermal and - 

photothermal, were found to be colourless and relatively insoluble 

at ambient temperatures. The average molecular, weight is probably 

of the order of 850 (25), corresponding to about 20 propylene uni s. 

This infra - red spectra of the cold ring fractions of every 
0 

degradation studied were found to be similar. FIGURE 3.8 represents 

the spectrum of the short chain fragronts of a sample of 

polypropylene thermally degraded for 8 hours at 3%°C. The only 

significant difference from the spectrum of undegraded polypropylene 
-1 (FIGURE 3.9) is the occurrence or absorptions at 3080 cm 

1650 cm 
land 

888 cm-l indicating the presence of unsaturation. The 

s1 
peak at 888 cm can be attributed to structures of the type 

R1R2C =CH2. There is no evidence of unsaturation *in the spectrum of 

undegraded polypropylene (FIGURE 3.9)" Peaks above 1000 cm -I are 

-1 -. i 
assigned as in TABLE 3.1 and absorptions at 997 cm , 973 cm , 

-1 -1 -1 -1 
940 cm , 895 am , 840 cm and 810 cm are accounted for by 

CH3 rocking (80). 

Bscause of the large yield of cold ring produced and the rapid 

decrease in molecular weight with degradation, it is obvious that 

transfer reactions occur. The are probably both intermolecular 

and int_amolecular and the high average n: oiecular weight of the cold 

ring suggests that it it is formed in an interxrolecular process ; 
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' ^'CH-CH + ^" CHz, CH-CH- ---v -CH-CH + CH-C-CH2 

I2(213 21 
CH3 CIl3 CH3 CH3 

f, 

The radical formed by abstraction of the tertiary hydrogen atom may 

decompose giving an or- - olefin and a new radical. 

CH2 C--CH2 CH--CH2 ^'Cii2 C=CH2 + CH--CH2 

1 
CH3 CH3 CF13 CH3 

oC - olefiasof this type absorb in the infra -- red at 888 cm 
1. 

e) Polyrk°r Residue 

The residues from all degradations were brittle, colourless, 

opaque and insoluble at room temperarure. This made ultra - violet 

spectroscopic analysis impossible. Infra - red spectra were 

obtained using the KBr disc technique. 

FIGURE 3.10 shows the infra - red spectrum of polypropylene 

thermally degraded for 8 hours'at 3 ºy°C. This is typical of the 

spectra of the residues from all of the thermal and photothermal 

degradations studied. The peaks at 1690 cm 
1 

and 888 cm~1, 

present in the chain fragments, are also observed in the residue. 

Chain end unsaturation is again indicated. 

3.2 Quantitative Comparison of D. -gradation Products 

In the previous section, the products of the thertral and 

photo thorn a1 "dog. 
-- 

da ions of polypropy ]icno 
)-ja 

vc, been corrrparcd 

qualitatively. F'here possible, -, positive identification gras made. 

It is a logical step to complcim nt this inform-lion with a more 

detailed analysis of those products of most interest. 
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a) Height loss and shortchain frarurents. 

Quantitative moasureuents of weight loss and the cold ring 

fraction were ttado as described in Chapter 2. Ine weights of gaseous 

volatilea were obtained by difference and are included for 

completeness. 

FIGTJP 3.11 -- 3.18 (TABLES 3.3 - 3.10) shot, the results of 

thermal and photothermal volatilisation at four different temperaturess 

3000C, 3300C, '33; 00 
and 3ý& 

C. 
Weight loss is found to increase 

linearly with tiffo at all temperatures and the rate of photothermal 

degradation is greater than the rate of thermal degradation at any 

given 'te n ©rature. 

Graphs of the production of short chain fragments and of 

gaseous volatiles shum the expected corresponding trends. The fact 

that, in both thermal and photothermal degradations, formation of 

cold ring exceeds that of gaseous products indicates that hydrogen 

transfer reactions, probably intermolecular, are very important. 

In FIGURE 3.19, the extent of volatilisation in 15 hours for 

thermal and photothermal degradations is plotted as a function of 

temperature. It can be seen that at higher temperatures the difference 

in the extents of volatilisation of thermal and phototherzal 

degradation b--comes more pronounced. This is confiri ed in FIGURE 

3.20 which shows the theoretical effect of irradiation alone as a 

function of temperature of degradation. At each temperature, the 

weight loss incurred by thermal degradation is subtracted from that 

resulting from photothermal degradation. Photodegradation at 200°0 

and 250°C are included to complete the picture. 

For thermal degradation, the plot of the logarithmn of the 

percentage residue weight as a function of time gives a straight 

line (FIGURE 3.21) shn ing that the reaction obeys a first order 
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Time(Houra) Original Polymer Sample 
Weight Less Chain Fra ments Gases 

1 2.0 -- - 

5 19.0 11.6 7.1, 
12 1.2.8 25.4 17.4 

17.25 59.6 36.7 22.9 

20 63.2 38.6 24.6 

TABLE 3.3 Thermal Degradation Data at 3%0C. 

Tinie(Hours) Original Polymer Sample 
Weight Loss Chain Fragments Gases 

3 1 Cý. e 8.7 6.3 

10 10.1 21.. 3 15.8 

t6 67.5 14.1.2 26.3 

20 81;. 5 52.1 33.1 

TABL] 3 .!, Photothermal Degradation Data at 3K14.0C. 

Time (Hours) % Original 
Weight Loss 

Polymer Sample 
Chain Fragments Gases 

3.75 3.0 1.8 1.2 

9.50 7.2 tß"4 2.8 

17 13.1 8.0* 5.1 

20 15.1 
. 
9.2 5.9 

TABLE 3.9 Thermal Degradation Data at 33500. 
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Time (Hours) 5- Orig inal Polymer Sample 
Weight Loss Chain i. +ragnents GaseB 

3 6. 3.9 2.6 

8 155.0 9.3 5.7 

15.50 25.5 16.2 10.3 

20 33.3 20.3 13.0 

TABLE -3.6 Photothezm a1 Degradation Data at 335°C. 

Time(Hours) % Original Polymer Sample 
Weight Loss Chain Fragments Gases 

3 2.0 -- 

8 3.5 2.2 1.3 

16 6.5 3.9 2.6 

20 8.0 4.9 3.1 

TABLE 3.7 Thermal Degradation Data at 330°C" 

Time(Hours) Original Polymer Sample 
Weight Loss Chain Fragments Gases 

3 5.6 3.4.2.2 

8.7 c 11.5 7.1 4. ý 

16 19.2 11.8 7.4 

20 Z. 0 15.9 10.1 

0 
lABL . 3,8 3x? Jtý he ai Degradation Data at 330 Ce 
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Time(Hours) % Original Polymer Sample 
Weight Loss Chain Fragments Gases 

3 0-05 

10 1.10 d 

16 1.40 

20 1.60 -- 

TABLE 3.9 Thermal Degradation Data at 300°C. 

Time(Hours) % Original Polymer Sample 
Weight Loss Chain Fragments Gases 

3 2.5 1.6 1.0 

10 k *2 2.3 1.9 

16 6.3 3.1, - 2.9 

20 8.5 4.6 3.9 

TABLE 3.10 Photothermal Degradation Data at 300°C. 

Temperature % Weight Loss 
(°o) , Photothermal Thermal 

200 0.7 - 

250 - 2.0 - 

300 6.4 1.4 

330 18-0 6.0 

335 25.5 11.5 

3 65. o ci. o 

TABLE 3.11 Extent of Volatilisation in 1' Hours at Various 

Temperatures. 
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T'enpep ture Weight Loss 
( C) (Photothermal minus Thermal) 

200 0.7 

250 2.0 

300 5.0 

330 12. -0 

335 1tß. 0 

3% 14.0 

'TABLE 3.12 Theoratieal extent of photodegradation in 15 hours 

at several temperatures. The effect of thermal 

degradation has been subtracted at each temperature. 

Temperature Rate Constant (1: ) x 1'03 

(°C) (Hours-1) 

300 0.6; 

330 3.71 

335 8. '}4 

354 51.56 

TABLE 3.12 Rate Constants For Thermal Degradation. 

Tempera Fw_o Ra e f. nnatorf: 
ý1{) 

T 1n2 

(00 i (Hour 1 

300 3.55 

330 14-33 

335 19.87 

35 . -8c. 29 

TABLE 3.13 Rate Constants For Pnototharrra1 D radation. 
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kinetic laue The slopes of such lines represent rate constants of 

th°rma1 degradation and measurements in the range 3000 - 3540 

yield an overall activation energy of ca. fit,. k. cal. role+1 

(FIGURE 3.22). This is in fair agreement with the value of ca. 

55 k. cal. mole-1 obtained by Moise¬v et a3. (81) for a polypropylene 

of comparable molecular weight (175)000) degrading in the range 

3200 - 42000. Madoreky and Straus (25) obtained a value of ca. 

-1 58 k. cal. rrole for a low molecular weight polypropylene (5000) 

in the range 336° - 366°C. 

Similar plots rare drawn for the photothermal degradation of 

polypropylene (FIGUR---B 3.23 and3.2! ) yielding an activation energy 

of oa. 4.1 k. cal. rnole '1. This value indicates that, under the 

irradiation conditions employed, the effect of ultra - violet 

light is to lower the activation energy for the thrnral degradation 

of polypropylene by about 21 

b) Gaseous Volatiles 

It is unfortunate that the highly complex nature of the 

hydrocarbon gases produced prohibits their quantitative analysis. 

However, in an attempt to examine gas. production.. more closely, a 

series of degradations, thermal and photothermal, were conducted 

at 35tß°C and infra red spectra recorded of the gaseous products. 

Optical densities of the salient peaks of each spectrum were 

measured by the usual baseline method. The absorptions examined are 

listed in TABLE 3.17 and are assignccl as in TABLE 3.1. 

PIGURM 3.25 - 3.33 (TABLES 3.14 - 3.16) show the results 

obtained when the optical density of each peak is plotted as a 
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WWavcnumb»r Tire Optical Density 
(cm) (Hours) ThermaI Photothermal 

3080 i - 0.021. 
3 0.053 0.167 

.8 0.24.9 0.301 
10 0.25.: 0.311 
16 0.344 0- 14.7 5 

1650 1 -- 0.030 
3 0.021 0.097 
8 0.135 0.166 

10 0.152 0.202 
16 0.202 0.271 

968 1 0.028 
" 3 0.008 0.079 

8 0.112 0.118 
10 0.121 0.187 
16 0.176. 0.267 

910 1 - 0.11 k 
3. 0.064 0.321 
8 0.391 0.5c3 

10 0. r 23 0.659 
16 0.647 0.84-7 

888 1 - 0.113 
3 0.082 0-309 
8 0.401 0.612 

10 0.! ºL8 0.685 
16 0.698 1.056 

TABLE 3.11. Optical density as a function of time of degradation 

for the peaks attributed to unsaturation in the 

infra - red spectrum of the gaseous degradation 

products of polypropylene at 34°C. 
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Ftavenuxn er Time Optical Density 
(cin ) (Hours) Thermal Photothermral 

11; 
-60 

1 -. 0.086 
3 0.08 

. 
0.211.8 

8 0.290 0. º-58 
10 0.387 0.14.9ö 
16 0. c30 0.738 

1380 1 - 0.033 
3 0. Or: 14. 0.103 
8 0.103 0.196 

10 0.117 0.221 
16 - 0.177 0.3aß. 

TABLE. 3.15. Optical density as a frequency of tine of degradation 

for the peaks attributed to sa turated species in the 

infra - red spectrum of the ga seous degradation 

products of polypropylene at 3 c 0C. 

Wavenumber Time Optical Density 
(cri-1) (Hours) Thermal Phototherrnal 

3018 1 - 0.033 
3 0.021. 0.192 
8ý 0.215 0.3;. 2 

10 0.265 0.06 
16 0.371 0. X92 

950 1 - 0.027 
3 - Do 01)5 
8 - 0.166 

10 - 0.178 
16 - 0.268 

TABLE 3.16 Production of methane (3018 cm ) and ethylene (950 cm-1) 

in the thermal and phototheraºal degradations of 

polypropylene at 3%°C. 
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Wavenumber 
(cm-1) 

Optical 
Them, i 1. 

Density 
Phototherml 

U. D. Ratio 
Pho totherm . 

/Therm. 

3080 0.270 0.30 1.30 

1650 "0.150 0.200 . 1-33 
988 0.120 0.18c 1. % 

910 0.4.60 o. ti6o 1.43 

888 0. l2ý 0.700 1. c4 

1k6o 0.390 0.510 1.31 

1380 0.120 0.220 1.83 

3018 0.260 0.0 5 1.60 

950 - 0.180 - 

TABLE 3.17 OD OD of the salient peaks 
phatotheraa1 thermal 

in the infra - red spectrum of the gaseous products 

of polypropylene degraded for 10 hours at 3'-t,. oc. 
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function of time of degradation. An expected, photodegradation results 

in a greater optical density of any given peak than the 

corresponding th°rrr. a1 degradation. 

Only two absorptions can be positively identified; at 3018 cm-1 

and 990 cm corresponding to methane and ethylene respectively. 

FIGURE 3.32 compares the production of methane in the thermal and 

photothermal, degradations and FIGURE 3.33 shows the photoproduction 

of ethylene with time. There is no corresponding trermel production 

of etlWlene. 

The ratio of OD photothermal, to OD thermal for a 10 hour 

degradation ©an calculated for each peak in the hope that some 

indication might be obtained of the relative rates of formation of 

the materials producing these peaks(TABL 3.17). 

Bearing in mind the accuracies involved, the values obtained 

are probably. within experimental errors the some.. 
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CHAPTER POUR 

LOW TL'1: PERATURE 1 OTOLYSIS OF POLYPROPYLENE 

In Chapter 3 an examination of the high temperature 

(200° 
- 35-4°C) photodegradation of polypropylene and the 

corresponding thermal degradation were described. This chapter 

complements that information by describing an investigation of low 

temperature (20° 
- 200°C) photolysis of the polymer. 

Polymer samples, prepared by pre - melting and cooling at 20°C 

pressed polymer discs as described in Chapter 2, were irradiated 

in vacuo for times up to 70 hours, using the apparatus illustrated 

in FIGURE 2.7 (b). The intensity of the light beam incident on the 

polymer samples was 2. ß. G. x 101 
r, 

quanta/sec. The effects of 

irradiation were assessed by molecular weight analysis and from 

weight loss characteristics in subsequent thermal degradation 

experiments. 

4.1 Crystallinity and Sample Form 

In the temperature range under consideration, polypropylene, 

like any other crystalline polyölefin, exhibits varying degrees of 

crystallinity. FIG70PZ L. i illustrates the decreasing degree of 

crystallinity with increasing temperature of a sample of isotactic 

polypropylene (82). At its melting point, the polymer becomes 

coEpletely amorphous. 

In polymer photolysis, it is generally accepted that the more 

crystalline the sample, the greater rill be the amount of 

scattering and reflection of light and the smaller the amount of 
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effective incident radiation. Unfortunately, it was not experimentally 

feasible to detern}ine the extent of scattering at different temperatures 

and thus compensation for this phenor: non was not possible. The 

amount of scattering and reflection tas, 'however, determined at 20°C. 

4.2 Ultra -I olet Absorption at 20°C 

Pure polypropylene should not be expected to absorb in the 
0 

ultra --violet beyond 2000A and any such absorption (FIGURE 
, ý. 2) must 

result from chromophoric impurities (SO). 

The intensity of the light absorb 6d by a 'polymeric system' is 

obtained from the difference between the incident and transmitted 

intensities ; i. e. Ia = 10 - It. The transmitted intensity, It, 

is given by the equation ; 
C1 

1010 9 

where E= the molar extinction coefficient, 

c= concentration 

and 1= thickness of the film. 

Since c is a constant for a given pol3war, pe can be replaced by Ka, 

a specific absorption coefficient having units of cri-9. Thus: 

-Ka It =1 
o10 

1. 

The transmittances at 2537 of fit of known thickness were 

measured at 20°C and Io (Tý/Tý 
tv«« ýývrvv «Y«imt hickncs 

(PiGUi E 4-3). A linear plot resulted which was extrapolated to zero 

thickness. This gave a loss in transmission of 27.6 % due to light 

scattered and reflected. 

The sp&c fic ab orptio coefficient, Ka, wau taken from the slope 
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of the log (I/I) versus thickness plot and found to be F. 4 crn 
1. 

0 0 This Ka value yields a molar extinction coefficient, E, at 2537 A of 

o. 136 Zaroie-1. cil 
1o This value, of course, will vary with samples of 

polypropylene of different origin and will clearly depend on the 

concentration and nature of the cru"orcophoric impurities, 

4-3 Changes in i'olecular Weight 

Viscosity average 3roleeu? ar weights, 11 , were estimated from the 

reduced specific viscosities of decalin solutions of polypropylene at 

13 5°O. The theoretical and practical considerations are outlined in 

Chapter 2. 

FIGURES 4.4 and 4.5 illustrate tho changes which occur in the 

molecular weight of polypropylene irradiated in vacuo for various 

times at 20 C and 200©C respectively. At 2000, Tv increases with tine 

of irradiation while at 200°C, it decreases. It is also evident from 

PI-UWE 4.5 that, no therirt1 degradation occurs at 20CPC 

In FIGUFT 4.6, the molecular 'reights of samples irradiated for 

_41 
hours are plotted as a function of temperature of irradiation 

00 (20 e- 200 a). It is clear that crosslinking predominates over 

scission at lower temperatures while at higher temperatures ! above 

00 
about 100 C), the reverse is true. It should be noted that at 20C 

no weight loss is detected and at 200°C, the m axinmuin temperature, the 

weight loss after 70 hours irradiation is in the region of 2 %. 

AIL Therial Degradation of Pro - Irradiated Sanpies. 

In order to obtain preliminary inforn-ation about the effects 

of pre - irradiation on the thermal degradation of polypropylene.. 

Then r1 tiolatilisatior, Analyses were carried out on samples pre 

irradiated for different tires in the temperature range 209 - 2000C. 
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Tinte of Irradiation Intrinsic Viscosity Molecular weight 
(Hours) CA 1] (}i ) 

cº 

0 2.03 222.300 

17 2.35 267,900 

27 2.53 293,800 

r 2.8+ 338,800 

65 3003 377,600 

TABLEi4.. 1 2'clecular weight data at 2D°C (FIGURE, 1, . 1ý) 

Time of Degradation Intrinsic Viscosity Molecular Weight 
(Hours) DO (HV) 

A02.03 222,300 

22 2.0 227,000 

43 2.03 222,300 

66 2. D 227,000 

B0 2.03 222,300 

21.55 1.77 187,100 

47 1.27 123,900 

70 1.00 92,01{. 0 

TABLE ;,. 2 i`olecular weight data at 200PC (FIGURE 4. c). 

I 

U. 
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Temperature of intrinsic Viscosity Molecular Weight 
Irradiation(°C) C (). ) 

20 2.83 330,000 

60 2.31 262,100 

100 2.14 237,700 

140 1.69 177,000 

175 1.4.8 1509300 

200 1.1 O 140-. 000 

TABLE L. 3 1. olecular Weight data at several temperatures (FIGURE &. S). 
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a) Therrril Volatilisation Analysis (TVA) 

. 
This technique continuously rretisures the rate of evolution of 

volatile material during a linearly program d temp-erature increase 

of the sample. Experimental details are recorded in Chapter 2. 

FIGURE l. 7 (a) illustrates the behaviour of unirradiated 

polypropylene. Concurrent production of all the volatiles is 

indicated by the fact that the rate rýaximumn on each trace occurs at 

the sane temperature. The lack of coincidonce of the traces indicates 

a mixture of condensable and non - condensable products, a different 

amount of material being condensed out at each of the initial cold 

traps below - l°C. 'The non - condensables in the - 196°C trap were 

found to be hydrogen and methane. 

The therm-gram obtained from a sample pro,, - irradiated for 65 

hours at 2COC is represented in FIGURE 4-7(b). The only significant 

difference from the ther=gram of unirradiated polypropylene is the 

fact that the production of volatiles cornnences at a lower 

temperature (TT C). Concurrent production of all degradation products 

is again indicated and the rate maximum in both thermograms occurs at 

the same temperature (TmX C-). 

Data from the thermograms of. polypropyiene pre - irradiated at 

20 C for different times are presented in TA&L; . 

Thermograms were also obtained for samples pre-- irradiated 

for a fixed time (1+1 hours) over a range of temperatures. Data 

are given in TABLE 1,.. 5"T0 is observed to decrease with increasing 

temperature of pre - irradiation. 
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FIGURE ! .7 Differential Condensation TVA curves for 

(a) unirradiated PP, and 

(b) PP pro - irradiated for 6; hours at 2000. 
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Tin of Irradiation 
(Hours) 

T0(0C) TAX(°C ) 

p 38', 0,. 

17 379 4.6tß 

27 357 1,68 

44 3,57 461, 

65 31; 2 467 

TABLE &o2, ' TVA data for samples pre - irradiated at 20°C. 

Temperature of 
Irradiation (°0) 

0 T (C) 
o 

T (°C ) 
na-_c 

20 36S 464 

100 376 465 

UOO 363 466 

175 361 464 

200 3 58 46k 

TABLE 1L. c TVA data for samples pre - irradiated for 41 hours over 

a range of temperatures. 

p 
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b) Isothermal Degradation 

Isothernril degradations were carried out using the apparatus 

illustrated in FIGURE 2.8. Details of weight loss, cold ring and 

volatile production were obtained as described in Chapter 2. 

FIGURE t.. 8 (TABLE i. 6) shows the straight line resulting from 
_ 

the plot of weight lose, due to thermal degradation for 17 hours at 
00 335 C, as a function of time of pre - irradiation at 20 0. It is 

apparent that pre - irradiation destabilises polypropylene. For 

example, 70 hours pre -- irradiation increases thermal weight ? osi 

by 21 % of the original sample. 

In the sane FIGURE, a similar plot was constructed for 

polypropylene discs which had not been pre - melted. There samples were 

opaque and hence unable to transmit ultra - violet light. In this 

case, there is observed an initial sharp increase in weight loss 

whioh levels out after a pre - irradiation tuns of about 20 hours. 

The flat portion of the curve is seen to intersect the straight 

line, obtained for pre - melted sarples, at a point corresponding to 

ca. 70 hours pre - irradiation. This observation was verified in the 

following manner. A pre - irradiation time of 40 hours was taken as 

being representative of the flat portion of the curve, and opaque 

samples, pre - irradiated for this period, were thermally degraded 

at 335°C for t"s up to 2 05 hours, Sirni1 r degradations were 

carried out L on pre `- °_ irradiated for 7Q hours- 

Me 

i-3. YVü' bäip]. Eäý pre ý 

result of plotting, for both sets of data., percentage weight loss- 

as a function of time of thermal degradation is a coincident straight 

line (FIcui k. 9). 
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Time of Pre - Irradiation 
(Hours) 

Original Polymer Sample 
Weight Loss C. R. F. Gases 

A01 11'. 0 707 5.3 

8 15.5 9.0 h-5 

k0 2ri. 0 13.5 11.5 

70 35.0 19.9 1501 

B0 11}. 0 7.7 6.3 

1 2k. 6 13Q2. II .k 

20 36.3 20.8 15.5 

50 IF0.5 23;. 6 16.9 

70 37.8 21.6 16.2 

TABLE t, "6 Thermal Weight loss data for pre - irradiation at 

20 C(PIGURE k. 8). A pre - melted ;B opaque. 

Time of Thermal Degradation Original Polymer Sample 
(Hours) Weight Loss C. R. F. Gase s 

9.7 5.2 4.5 

12 25.1 1i . 3. 10.8 

16 33.6 19.0 14.6 
23.5 47.8 29.0 18.8 

B9_ 23.8 13.0 10.8 

17 37.0- 21.5 15.5 

20 36.0 20.7 15.3 

26.6 49.6 30.0 19.6 

TABLE h. 7 Therrßl degxadition data for FIGM 4-9- 

A pre - m1 ted samples irradiated for 70 hours 

B opaque eaKples irradiated for &0 ours 
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This curious effect of pre - irradiation on the volatilisation 

of opaque samples may possibly be explained in the following way. 

Since the samples are opaque, incident radiation tends to be reflected 

from the surface and only a small percentage is expected to penetrate 

a very thin surface layer of polymer. Owing to internal scatterings 

this light which enters the polymer has a long path length resulting 

in a rapid increase in subsequent volatilisation. Virtually complete:. 

damage is done to*the thin surface layer at a very early stage in the 

photolysis and underlying layers are protected by this surface layer 

from further irradiation. Thus the volatilisation curve is seen to 

flatten out. 

tvidence suporting this explanation was obtained in the folloiing 

manner, T: vo opaque discs were pressed in the usual ray. One was 

irradiated for 70 hours and the other for 35 hours on each of its two 

surfaces. On subsequent thermal degradation the latter sample showed 

a markedly greater extent of volatilisation. 

It was considered of interest to determine whether a similar 

phenomenon could be observed in the volatilisation curve obtained from 

op7xque polypropylene samples pre -- irradiated in air. The photolysis 

of polypropylene in air has been well documented (5315t;, 56,57) and 

involves the introduction of hydroperoxide and carbonyl structures 

which can be readily detected by infra - red analysis. The 

concentration of these oxygen - containing groups is found to increase 

with time of irradiation. 

PIGURE tß. 10 shahs the result of plotting, for both pre - Wilted 

and opaque samples, percentage weight loss, due to thermal degradation 

for 6 hours at 335°C, as a function of time of pre. - irradiation at 
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FIGURE 1.10 Weight tons, due to thermal degradation for 6 hours 

at 335°C, as a function of time of pre -- irradiation 

in air at 200C. 

Time of Pre - irradiation 
(hours) 

Original Polymer Sample 
Weight Loss CRF Gases 

A0 6.0 3.6 2.4 
17 10.7 r,. 1 5.6 

too 1F. 5 7.3 8.2 
60 20.8 9. 'S 11.2 

B0 6.0 3.6 2.4 
1i. 5 r 17.0 aý 0.6 7.2 
11-4.5 39.0 23.14 113.6 
70 92.0 30.8 21.1 

TABLE 1L"8 Thermal degradation data for pre - irradiations 
in air at 20°C. 
A pre - melted ;B opaque. (rIGU E f,,. 10). 
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0 20 C in air. As before, pro M- irradiation of an opaque sample gives 

rise to a greater extent of ther-mal volatilisation than its pre "- 

milted counterpart. However, unlike the reaction in vacuum, there is- 

no evidence of a flattening out of the volatilisation curve. This may 

be expained by the fact that an extra variable, the diffusability of 

oxygen, has been introduced. Oxygen is able. to diffuse into an 

unmelted (opaque) disc more readily than into one -which has been 

pre - melted. Thus a combination of the effects of oxygen a ad. 

W radiation will cause volatilisation to increase with time of 

irradiation. 

FIGURE 4011 compares the straight lines obtained by plotting 

weight loss, due to thernm. l degradation for 17 hours at 335°C, versus 

time of pre - irradiation at 2.0°C and 200°c. Pre - irradiation. at 

200°C clearly destabilises polypropylene to a greater extent than at 

20°C, In FILZ 4.12 the thermal st-ability of polypropylene is 

shorn as a funotion of temperature of pre - irradiation. Samples were 

pre - irradiated for IL1 hours at several temperatures in the range 
000 

20 - 200 C and thermally degraded for 17 hours at 335 C. 

c) Product Analysis 

The: products of thermal degradation of pre - irradiated 

polypropylene were separated and collected as outlined in Chapter 2. 

The residue, cold ring and gaseous volatiles were shown, by infra - 

red analysis, to bei identical to those produced in the thermal 

degradation of the irradiated polymer. 
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FIGURE &. 12 Weight loss, due to thernnml degradation for 17 hours at 

335%, as a function of temperatureof pro - irradiation. 

Samples were irradiated for 41 hours. 
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Time of Pre - irradiation % Original Polymer Sample 
(Hours) Weight Loss C. R. P. Gases 

A See TABLE i.. 6 (A) 

B 12 20.4 10.9 9.5 

27 2/+. 8 13. F 11.3 

41 32.8 13.5 U. 1 

70 48. G 29. tß. 19.2 

TABLE 1,. 9. Thermal degradation data for pre - irradiations at 

20°0 (A) and 200°C (B). (FIGURE ). 11). 

Temperature of Pre - 

Irradiation (°C) 

Original Polymer Sample 

Weight Loss C. R. R. Gases 

20 26.0 14.0 12.0 

60 29.2 15.6 13.6 

100 25.8 13.8 12.0 

140 37.8 20. & 17J. 

175 41.22.3 19.2 

200 33.5 18.0 15. 

TABLE IL" 10 Theramal degradation data for samples pre - 

irradiated for l. 1 hours over a range of 

temperatures (PIORE J... 12). 
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4. 'i Cbnolusions 

From the foregoing investigation the following features emerge ; 

(i) In irradiation3 at 20°C, 27.6 % of incident radiation is 

scattered and reflected. 

(2) At low temperatures crosslinking predominates over scission 

reactions in the photolysis of polypropylene. At higher 

temperatures (above ca. 100°C) the reverse is true. 

(3) Pre - irradiation destabilises polypropylene. 

(4) The higher the pro - irradiation temperature: the greater the 

destabilisation. 

(ý) The products of thermal degradation of pre - irradiated 

polypropylene appear to be identical to those of the 

unirradiated polymer. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

ZITILI FNOß OF CI-IROI'OPHORIC fl/PURITIE3 APB SAITM 1'ORPFOLOGY 

This chapter is primarily concerned with an investigation 

into some of the factors which n¬ty affect the vacuum photolysis 

of polypropylene. Various possible impurities and the ±mrpholofy 

of the sample are considered in particular. 

5.1 Chrorrnh: oric Imnuri. ties 

As discussed in Chapter 1, pure polypropylene is not 
0 

expected to absorb at longer wavelengths than 2000 A and any such 

absorption must result from chromophoric impurities. These 

impurities, which may be polymeric or small r. olecule, can be 

excited to higher energy levels, undergo reactions to form free 

radicals and may eventually interact with the polymer, initiating 

degradation. Among the chromaphoric impurities to be anticipated 

in polypropylene are hydroperoxide and carbonyl containing 

structures and transition metal residues (co). 

(a) Initiation due to oxidation products of PP 

Hydroperoxide and carbonyl groups ray be introduced into 

the polymer by air oxidation during polymerisation or processing, 

or by very slow metal - at. iysed oxidation at room: temperature 

(83)" 

The rraxir un of the first absorption band of alkyl hydroperoxides 

0 lies in the region of 2000 A, with the tail of the band extending 

to about 3200 Ä. Thus the radiation employed in this study (2537 Ä), 
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will be absorbed as well as a part of the spectrum of natural 
0 

sunlight (3200 
- 2900 A). Hydroperoxides contain an oxygen - 

oxygon bond with overlapping lone pair orbitals giving rise to 

low energy bonding and high energy anti. - bonding orbitals, both 

of which are filled with electrofis. Thus light absorption is 

probably due to. transitions between the two closer lying levelsr 

pY' pZ. The net result is cleavage of the 0-0 bond and the 

creation of two free radicals. 
hV 

. ROOH g RO + OH 

The ultra -- violet absorption spectra of aliphatic ketones 

show an absorption, k 
max 

^-2800 
2, 

which extends to almost 

3400 g (8tß}, the relatively small extinction coefficient being 

an indication of the 'forbidden' nature of this singlet - singlet, 

n-7 transition. The two main photochemical reactions of such 

ketones are the Norrish typo -I and type II processes which have 

been described in detail in Chapter 1. 

b) Initiation due to ? Fetal Ir-. purities. 

The effective catalyst systens in stereospecific 

polymerisations are formed by the combination of a reduoibl;; 

compound of transition elements of group IV to VII with a reducing 

organo -- metallic compound of metals of group I to III. The most 

commonly used system for the polymerisation of propylene to 

isotaotio PP (and the one used to prepare the present polymer. ) 

consists of crystalline TiCl3 with an aluminium alkyl. 

Polyolefins obtained using these %iegler - Natta catalysts 
always contain transition met-R-1 residues which cannot easily be 

removed. The concentration of such metal impurities (normally 

50ppn) and their chemical nature, genorasly depend on the 
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purification process (50). The main components of these residues 

are probably TiO2 and Al203 and examination of the absorption 

spectra of these compounds shows that TiO2 absorbs at wavelengths 

0 
shorter than 1,000 A and A1203 at ravelengths shorter than 

0 
3000 A (85). 

. 
It has been proposed (5o) that catalyst residues act as 

sensitisers in the photooxidation of polyolefins according to a 

mechanism that should involve light absorption and the production 

of free radicals through a photo - excited electron transfer from 

the anion to the cation. Photosensitisation by trace amunts of 

Fei}, from production machinery, has also been proposed in the 

oxidation of certain polymers (8 ). The ultra -. violet absorption 
0 

spectrum of Fej+ reveals an absorption, Xx= 2300 A. 

'.. Da ree of Crystallin y (sanp1e morphology) 

The physical properties of a polymer are determined by the 

structure, particularly in the case of crystalline polymers which 

ray occur in two different morphological fours, spherulitic and 

single crystal. 

By cooling extremely dilute solutions of crystallisable 

polypropylene, the polymer solute material will precipitate in the 

form of single crystals, commosed of lamellae with a thickness of 

0 
the. order of 100 A and with lateral diirension of at least one 

micron (87). The simplest crystals are menolayers, with more 

complicated ones containing 10 to several hundred lamellae, all 

or ihins. ti ng from the same nucieus. It has been csti.. a tcd (88) that 

a single crystal contains of the order of 108 molecules. 

The norm .l form of. 'polym rs w Mich are crystallised from the 
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malt develops through the growth of sperulites. These are 

birefringent aggregates of crystals, starting usually from a 

heterogeneous nucleus and spreading out in a spherical fashion 

until they fill practically the entire volume of the bulk 

crystallised polymer (87,89). Spherulites consist of radial 

fibrils composed of lamellae of. the saue order of thickness as 

those of single crystals. The polymer chains, oriented perpendicular 

to the sporulite radius and hence to the fibrils, are folded in 
.a 

regular fashion with a fold period corresponding to the 

thickness of the lamellae. 

Although the sperulites theiselves are crystalline, the spaces 

between then are not. Even under the most favourable conditions, 

polypropylene (and polymers in general) will never achieve full 

crystallinity because of chain cntanglemrtnts, structural 

imperfections and insufficient rate of crystallisation. An increase 

in the rate of cooling (i. e. the rate of crystallisation) from the 

melt, of a polypropylene sample will result in a lower degree of 

crystallinity by virtue of an increase in the number of spherulites 

and a decrease in their size. 

5.3 Aim of this Investigation 

With the factors discussed in the previous sections in mind, 

the aims of the work described in the reminder of the present 

chapter are as follows : 

a) Analysis of the polypropylene sample for oxygen and metal 

` inpurity car, tcnt. 

b) Investigation of the effect of adding Ti021 A1203 and Fe203 

on the vacuum photolysis of the polymer. 

c) Determination of the role of sauple trorphology (degree of 

crystallinity) on the photolysis of polypropylene, both 
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in vacuum and in air. 

5. tß.. Experi. rrental 

a) Sample Preparation 

(i) Samples containing metal oxide additives. 

Titanium dioxide, aluminium oxide and ferric oxide were 

all obtained as finely divided powders. A mixture of each metal 

oxide (0.5 % 'w/vi) with polypropylene was prepared by mixing in a: 

mortar for a period of 30 minutes. These mixtures were pressed into 

discs, melted in vacuum and quenched at - 1960C, as described in 

chapter 2. 

(ii) Samples of varying degree of crystallinity. 

Owing to the polymorphism of polypropylene, the 

preparation of samples of* reproducible morphology requires the 

strict control of film thickness, nature of the substrate and 

quenching conditions (90). Pressed polymer discs were prepared as 

before. By cooling from the melt at different rates, samples of 

varying degrees of crystallinity were obtained. Details of 

cooling procedures are given in TABLE c. ý. 

b) Procedure 

Photodegradations were carried out at room temperature 

for tines up to 20 hours, using the apparatus depicted in 

FIGURE 2.7 (a). The intensity of the light bears incident on the 

polymer samples ras 2.68 x 101 
6 

quanta/sec. 

The effect of photolysis was determined by the weight loss 

characteristics of subsequent isothermal degradation experiyrrnts. 

Therimal degradations were carried out using the apparatu3 

illustrated in FIGURE 2.8 and details of weight loss, cold ring and 
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production of volt tiles were obtained as described in Chapter 2. 

5.5 
. 

Results is 

a) Analysis of the polypropylene sample. 

The hydroperoxide contents of three beparate 5 mg samples of 

the polymer were obtained as described in Chapter 2. The average 

level was 1010 m 10_7moles_per 5 ing sample, a value very near 

the lower limit of detection of the technique (Ix 10_ý moles 

per 5 mg sample). Thus the hydroperoxide content of the polyrr r 

3c3 shown to be very low indeed. The concentration of carbonyl 

groups in the polymer is sufficiently small as to be undetected 

by IR analysis. 

Trace inpurities of titanium and aluminium were detected by 

means of colorimetry. The exact concentrations could not be 

accurately deterri. ned but they are estimated to be < 100 ppm. No 

traces of ferric impurities were observed. 

b) Effect of addition of metal oxides on photolysis 

FIGURE 5.1 (TABLE q. 1) shows the curve resulting from the 

plot of weight loss, due to thermal degradation for 3 hours at 

399°C, as a function of time of pre -- irradiation at 20°C for a 

0.5 f by weight mixture of Ti02 with polypropylene. The 

corresponding curve for the original polypropylene sar,, ple is 

3 nc tided for co? ýný rý 5on. 0 :. rri 1 air comparisons are made for 0.5 

by weight ffiixýUic3 Oi n2203 and "C203 VS. h polypropylene in 

FIGURES 5.2 and 5.3 (TARLES 5.2 and r;. 3) respectively. 

In all cases destabilisation is observed to increase with time 

of irradiation. This has been attributed (Chapter l) to 

erossl rking of th o o'_yii r. Addition of TiC)2 is shown to slightly 
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FIGURE 9i. 1 Effect of addition of Ti02 on-the photolysis of 

polypropylene. 

0PP; 0 PP + 0.5 % TiO2 
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FIGURE 5.2 Effect of addition of A1203 on the photolysis 

of polypropylene. 

Eý PP; 0 PP+ 0.5%A120 
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FIGURE F. 3 Effect of addition of Fe203 on. the photolysis of 

polypropylene. 

8 PP ;0 PP + 0.5 11 Fe203 
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Timte or Pre - irradiation 
(Hours) 

`7cc 'Origin: al Polymer Ssrrnle 
Weight Loss Cold Ring Gases 

A0 9.5 5.8 3.7 

X025 18.2 10.8 7.4 

10 27.0 15.4 10.5 

15. 31.0 18.7 12.3 

20 35.5 21.2 14.1 

B0 9.3 3.8 

5 21.8 13.2 8. 

13 31.9 19.1 12.8 

16 21.0 15.5 

20 39" &.. 1 c. 2 

TABU '. 1 Data for Figure 5.1 

A= PP ;B= PP + 0. ' TiO2 

Time of Pre - irradiation 
(Hours} 

% Original Polymer Sample 
Weight Loss Cold Ring Gases 

A see TABLE q. 1 (A) 

B0 9.1. 5.7 3.7 

3 i k-9 8.9 6.0 

12 29.5 17.9 11.6 

16 30.9 18.5 12.3 

20 36. & 21.8 14-6 

TABLE. ;. 2 Data for FIGURE ';. 2 

A= PP; B PP + 0. q `, A 1203 
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Time of Pre - irradiation 
(Hours) 

f% Original Polymer Saale 
Weight Loss Cold Ring Gases 

A see TABLE q. 1 (A) 

B0 9.0 5.11. 3.6 

5 20.6 12.5 8.1 

12 32.6 19.8 12.8 

16 38.14. 23.4 1560 

20 15.5 28.3 17.2 

TABLE 5.3 Data for FIGURE 5.3 

A= PP ;B= PP + 0. ) % Fe203 
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accelerate the photolysis of polypropylene whereas the addition of 

A1203 is seemingly without influence. Perhaps the r. "ost surprising 

result is the fact that Fe203 proves to have a greater accelerating 

effect on the photolysis of polypropylene than does Ti02. 

It was not considered worthwhile to vary the concentration of 

the additives since the quantity added (0.5) is far in excess of 

the amount likely to be found in any polypropylene sample and 

addition of bra. ller amounts would lead to inaccuracies in 

weighing and mixing. 

It is possible that the mixtures of metal oxide and poly= r are 

not sufficiently intimate, considering that in the original 

polymer the aetal oxide will he 'molecularly' dispersed. Even so, 

it is reasonable to expect the high concentration added to have 

some effect if it is catalytically active.. 

c) Effect of crystallinity on photolysis. 

TABLE 5.4 illustrates the effect of quenching temperature on 

degree of crystallinity of a polypropylene sample. Values obtained 

by density and X- ray rethods show good agreement. 

FIGURE 5.4 (ThBLE 5.5) shol18 the co - incident curves 

resulting from the plot of weight loss, due to thermal degradation 

for 3 hours at Y14-0C, as a function of tirre of pre - irradiation 

at 200C for samples of varying morphology. This co - incidence was 

reproducible. The values in TABLE r-. 5 must; however, be affected 

to some extent by variations in transparency associated with 

samples of differing crystallinity. The variation of percentage 

vransrission at 2537 2 
with rate of cooling was found to be 61 

(sarrpleA ), 63 (sample B) and 70 % (sample C)- Correction for 

this variation in transmission will not, however, appreciably 
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Sample Degree of Crystallinity (5) 
Dsnsity X. - ray 

A 70.0 72.7 

B 63.0 61.5 

c r}7"o 52.2 

TABLE v". ºý Cryatallinity data for samples of polypropylene 

cooled from the melt at different rates. 

A cooled with furnace switched off, but still in 

position (see FIGURE 2.7) 

B cooled with furnace lowered i. e. at 20°C 

C quenched with liquid nitrogen i. e. at - 196°C. 
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FIGURE Effect of degree of crystallinity on the photolysis 

of polypropylene in vacuo. 
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Hample B; 

Q sample C 

A, B and C as defined in TABLE 5. I.. 
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Tirr of Pre - irradiation 
(Hours) 

E%- Original Polymer Sample 
Weight Loss Cold Ring Gases 

A0 9.5 5.8 3.7 

3 16.6 9. tß 7.2 

12.25 32.5 191. 13.1 

16 32.5 19.5 12.9 

20 32.6 19.5 1 3`. 0 

B0 9.5 r). 8 3.7 

3 20.0 11.8 8.2 

8 23.5 13.5 10.0 

13 29.8 19.0 10.8 

20 33.5 20.0 13.5 

c0 9.5 5.8 3.7 
5.25 18.2 10.8 7.4. 

10 27.0 16.14, 10.6 

13 31.0 18.7 12.3 

20 35.6 21.2 1'4.4 

TABLE c;. 5 Data for 'IGUBE 5.4 

A, B and C as defined in TABLE 5.4. 
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alter the curve in FIGURE F. &. 

FIGURE r. c (TABLE ti. 6) shows similar plots for samples of 

differing crystallinity pro - irradiated in air. Once again a 

co - incident curve is obtained. Pre - irradiation in air 

introduces hydroperoxide and-carbonyl structures which accelerate 

the therrrxzl breakdown of polypropylene. Evidence of these oxygen 

containing groups, the concentration of which increases with tire 

of irradiation, can be readily obtained by IR analysis.. 

Thus from FIGURES' F. ),. and ý. it seems reasonable to conclude 

that morphological variations have relatively little effect on the 

photolysis of polypropylene, either in vacuo or in air. 
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FIGURE F. r, Effect of degree of crystallinity on the photolysis 

of polypropylene in air. 

Symbols as in FIGURE 5.4. 
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Time of Pre - irradiation % Original Polymer Sample 
(Hours) Weight Loss Cold Ring Gases 

A02.9; 1.5 1.0 

3 13.2 7.1 5.1 

8 20.3 11.4 8.9 

13 21.0 11.7 9.3 

20 22.9 12.7 10.2 

B0 2.5 1.5 1.0 

3 - 13.5 7.6 9 

8.7 17.0 9.5 7.5 

13 20.6 11.5 9.1 

20 20.9 11.6 9.3 

C0 2.5 1.5 1.0 

3 - 14.1 7.8 6.3 

8 19.2 10.8 8.4 

13 19.5 11.0 8.5 

20 2l.. 2 13.5 10.7 

TABLE 5.6 Data for FIGnE 9.5 

A, B and C as defined in TABLE 5. & 



CHAPTE. t SIX 

R VIJ i OF TN2 PHOTOLYSIS OF POLYPROPYLENE 

6.1 Lour Temperature Investigation (200 - 200 C) 

(a) Effect of UV Light 

Ranby and Yoshida (61, ) have demonstrated by means of 
O 

EAR that irradiation of isotactic polypropylene with 2537 A light 

at 770K produces methyl radicals in addition to alkyl radicals of 

the type, ... CH2 CH2... 

Cii3 

e In this investigation, the 

major volatile products of photolysis at temperatures in the range 

200 - 200PC were Pound to be hydrogen and methane, necessary 

products of the radical formation proposed by Ranby and Yoshida. 

Such alkyl radicals are to be expected to undergo competing 

orosslinking and scission reactions at higher temperatures. 

Crosslinking 

(H3 
CH 

2 CH2 CH- CH2 C- CHi2--. - ---i 

OH 
CH3 

^- CH2 CH- CH2 C- CH2^- 
1 

^- CH2 CH-CH2 C- CH2^- 
11 
CH3 CH3 

Scission 

CH CH . CH CH 333 

CH2 CH-CH 2- CH2 ---ý- -- CH-CH T CHH2 C --CH2' t" 

In the present work, photolysis of polypropylene at 20°C is 

observed to result in crosslinking of the polymer. This is 
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contrary to the opinion of Hatton and Jackson (6ti) rrho claim that 

unmodified polypropylene may be crossiinked by UV radiation only 

in the presence of a sensitiser and with a suitable bridging 

molecule. However, confirmation of the occurrence of direct 

crosslinking of polypropylene may be found in a paper by Kujirai 

(67) who detected crossl. ir-king by means of swelling and gel 

fraction measurements. 

Competition' between cros3linking and ecission is., however, 
. 

found to be markedly dependent upon temperature of irradiation. 

Crosslinking predominates over scission at temperatures up to about 

100°C ; above this temperature, scission reactions become more 

important. No special significance can be attributed to this 

temperature. A probable explanation is the following ; since the 

primary steps in the interaction of radiat. ion, the reactions 

forming free radicals, are virtually independent of temperature, 

only the influence of the mobility of the polymer chains will show 

a dependence on temperature. At lower temperatures, the low 

mobility of polymeric radicals favours crossli eking by radical 

combination or by addition to an unsaturated site in another chain. 

As the temperature of photolysis is raised, the increased 

mobility of the ma croradicals encourages chain scission at the 

expense of crosslinking. A similar observation has been made in the 

degradation of polystyrene by high energy radiation. This polymer 

has a high crosslinking to scission ratio at room temperature (91) 

but no longer undergoes predoi . rant "crosslinking at tempera ýuros 

slightly above its glass - transition to p rature(92). 

b) Thermal Stability of Pre - irradiated Polypropylene. 

Pra - irradiation of polypropylene reduces its thermal 

stability. Indeed, the higher the temperature of pro - irradiation 
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the greater is the rate of therm-al breakdown. Since the products of 

thermal degradation of pre - irradiated polymer are virtually 

identical to those of the unmodified polymer, it is reasonable to 

assume that degradation occurs by the same mechanism of scission of 

carbon - carbon bonds to produce polymer radicals- which then 

undergo mutual disproportionation or hydrogen abstraction reactions. 

This destabilisation may be explained by considering the 

chemical structure of the irradiated polymer. The effect of 

radiation on any given sample will be to introduce carbon - 

carbon bonds joined to tertiary or giawernary carbon atoms in 

addition to carbon - carbon double bonds. The relative amounts 

of these bonds, resulting from crosslinlcing and chain scission 

respectively, will depend upon the temperature of pre - irradiation. 

Both types of bond are suspected to be more susceptible to thermal 

cleavage than the normal carbon - carbon single bonds of the 

polymer backbone. Indeed the greater rate of thermal breakdown for 

polymer pre - irradiated at higher temperatures indicates that the 

double bonds resulting from scission are more labile than the 

single bonds formed in crossl'. nks. This enhanced rate of thermal 

degradation of polypropylene crosslinked by UV light shows good 

agreement with the findings of Veselovskii (93) who 'pyrolysed a 

sample of isotactic polypropylene crosslinked by high energy 

radiation. 

o) Influence of Yet31 Additives 

The addition of di: feront metal oxides to polyprOpyicre 

has been found to have a varied effect on its vacuum photolysis. 

Ti02 slightly accelerates the photodegradaüion reaction whereas 

Al203 is seemingly without influence. Fe20 proves to have a 

greater catalytic offect than Ti02. 
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There is a long history of the action of transition metal 

oxides as photosensitisers. In 1938, Goodeve and Kitchoner (85) 

recorded the photosensitised bleaching of adsorbed dyes by Ti02 and 

A1203e The much weaker sensitising effect observed for A1203 was 

attributed to its considerably weaker UV absorption. This 

explanation may also account for the apparent ineffectiveness of 

A12ä3 as a catalyst in the photolysis of polypropylene. The notable 

photosensitisation action of Fe203 is probably a direct consequence 
0 

of its greater absorption. The species Fei (X= 2300 A) has 
Max 

been shown (9i) to absorb very strongly, having an extinction 

coefficient of ca. 10 I; at its peak maximum. This high extinction 

coefficient may account for the ability of trace amounts of 

Fe3} (2--3ppm) to photosensitise the autoxidation of polyamides(85). 

The mechanism which is generally accepted for the 

photosensitising action of transition metal compounds involves a 

photoexcited electron transfer. The anion is the electron donor and 

the primary act of adsorption involves the formation of an 

intermediate followed by several reactions including dissociation ; 

MX+ by X] 

IM n-i )+ 
x1 

(n-I )+ 
+ 

where b' is the transition r-. ta1_ end Xý is the An-4^n" The free 

T'°GicaJ6 So produced may degradation of polypropylene by 

abstraction of tertiary hydrogen atoms to form alkyl radicals. 

The results of the present investigation into the influence of 

metal oxide additives upon the vacuum photolysis of polypropylene 
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complerint the findings of other workers (9 
, 96) who photodegraded 

the polymer in an atmosphere of oxygen. The overall conclusion in 

that metal oxide irpuritie3, whether from catalyst residues 

(1i02, A1203) or from production nachinery* (Fe203); are, at least 

in part, responsible for the initiation of degradation of ivotactio 

polypropylene by ultra -- violet light. 

d) Effect of Sample Crystallinity 

Lorphological variations have relatively little effect 

on the photolysis of isotac"tic polypropylene, eit-ror in vacuo or in 

air. This lack of dependence of degroo of crystallinity on the 

photostability of tho polymer is perhaps more surprising under the 

latter conditions. 

It is obvious that the oxidation of poly, - r samples requires 

access of molecular oxygen to the polyrar chains. it has been 

shown (97) for polyethylene that crystalline regions are impcrraeablo 

and amorphous regions permeable to most gases, although the 

amorphous permeability has been observed to be dependent on the 

site, shape and size distribution of crystallites. Although the 

: aorphological state of polypropylene is more complicated than that 

of polyethylene because of the coexistence of three phases 

(amorphous, smoctic cn d crystalline), the oxygen diffusion 

characteristics of both polymers my be assumed to be similar 

since the stwý ctie and crystalline states can be expected to have 

similar permeabi3ities. However, the experimentally observed 

independence of rate of photboxidation (which is oxygen - 

pressure dependent and hence diffusion controlled) and sap1e 

morphology may indicate that there is little variation in overall 

perm -ability with degree of crystallinity. 

Kato, Carlsson and riles (98), who employed light of 
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0 
wavelength greater than 3000? , arrived at a siirilar conclusion. On 

the other hand, a complex dependence of photcoxidation of 

polypropylene on sample crystallinity has been proposed by MoTigue 

and Blumberg (99 ). These authors, employing a Fade - (hater, 

observed the rate of photoxidation to increase with degree of 

crystallinity. Direct correlation of the three sets of data is, 

however, not possible owing to wide differences in the irradiation 

conditions and-in the nature of th:; sample form. 

I owevor, the fact remains that elimination of complicating 

variables such as oxygen permeability and oxygen solubility (as in 

the vacuum experiments of this study), which enables the 

uorphological dependence of the incidence of ultra - violet light 

to be examined mxe precisely, still reveals no inter - connection. 

6.2 High Teiperature Investigation (200 d 354°C) 

Thermal degradation experirrente carried out in the temperature 

range 300 - 399°C yielded a broad spectrum of hydrocarbon 

fragments in keeping with the well established mocha nism of 

random scission of carbon - carbon bonds, producing polymer 

radicals, which then undergo r.. utual disproportionation, or 

hydrogen abstraction reactions. 

Photolysis in this range resulted in a similar spectrum of 

hydrocarbon products, the only notable difference being the enhanced 

production of ethylene. Since the nature and distribution of the 

products of photothermal degradation cioaely resemble those of 

thariral degradation, it is reasonable to conclude that the 

mechanisms of breakdown are. very similar. The major effect of 

photolysis of the polyrar at any particular terperature within this 
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range is to accelerate the thermal reaction occurring at that 

temperature. Thus, in such a photothermal degradation, energy is 

supplied to the polyp ;r sample in two distinct forms. However, once 

absorbed by the polym r, the origin of the energy loses its 

significance. 

Pnotolyses at temperatures above the mIting point but below 

the threshold temperature for tl-exzral volatilisation of the polyr°r, 

result in a similar range of producto rhich, however, include 

proportionally innre rathane. Very little volatilisation is observed, 

even for extrerely long exposures, indicating that the energy 

content of the system is insufficient to allow extensive scission, 

transfer and volatilisation of chain fragments. The photo - 

production of methyl radicals is temperature independent and 

hence formtion of methane in such amounts is easily rationalised. 

-It is rather curious to note that the deteriorative effect on 

the polymer of ultra - violet radiation alone, (calculated in 

Chapter 3) increases 7ith temperature. One possible explanation 

my be that as the temperature of photothermal degradation is 

raised, a more rapid build up of unsaturation (produced by 'hernial 

breakdown) results, providing an increased concentration of 

chromphoric structures. 

6.3. Conclusions - 

The vacuum photolysis of polypropylene involves bond cleavage 

to produce polymer radicals. The subsequent reactions of these 

nacroradieais is markedly temperature dependeu, c. At ambient 

temperatures: there exists a competition between crosslinking and 

chain scission rcac üions, iihcreas at üe: Lp ra tui'es approaching the 

crystalline melting point of the polymer, the latter process 
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predominates. At higher temporatures, the polyrn r radicals undergo 

extensive transfer reactions, producing molecules of sufficiently 

low i 1ecular weight to be volatile. This high temperature 

photodegradation is analogous to the thermal breakdown of the 

polymer. 

Photolysis at ambient temperatures appears to be sensitised by 

certain metal containing impurities suclh as Titanium Dioxide and 

Ferric OXideo The rate of photolysis has beets-shown to have 

roletivo y little morphological dependence. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

THE MOTO ý- INDUCED INTERACTION OF POLYPROPYI, ANS 

POLY(2 ETEYL METHI; CRYL4TE). 

A few of the facts behind the rapidly increasing con ercial 

importance of polyrer blends ha"va already been discussed in " 

Chapter 1. With regard to isotactic polypropylene, it is suspected 

that blending with other, more polar polyi rs my improve its 

poor dyeability, resulting from its non - polarity and high 

crystallinity. One such proposed for this purpose is 

poly(methyl methacrylate) 000)o 

It was therefore considered worthwhile to investigate the UV 

light stability of mixtures of polypropylene and poly (methyl 

nethacrylate). A further feature of interest was the possible 

occurrence of photo - induced grafting of poly (methyl 

inethacrylate) to polypropylene which, indeed, might improve 

dyeability, above that achieved by simply blending the two polymers. 

7.1 Structure of Po1ym-, r Blends 

Any explanation of observed interactions in polymer blends 

must take into account th, phy3ica1 state of the system In 

general, unlike macromolecules are incompatible in the solid state 

(i oi ). 
a) Naturc of Incompatibility 

Incompatibility is observed in solution when unlike polyp s, 

present in a cozen solvent above a limiting total concentrations. 
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slowly separate into two 1ryera with a clearly definsd phase 

boundary betreen them. Analysis of the two layers shows that one 

polyrar is concentrated in the tipper layer, while the other is 

predominantly in the lower layer. This behaviour has been shown 

to be typical, of systems containing two polyreors and so 

compatibility of macromolecules tends to be the exception rather 

than the rule (102,103). 

Thy phcnauraron of incorraatibility is also appar nt in tho 

solid phase. When polyirr r blends are prepared by melt mimng, 

solution blending or latex mixing the resulting composite is 

usually opaque or hazy in appearance, owing to the heterogeneity 

of the mixed system. Although achievement of a clear mixed polymer 

film is often taken as a sign that the polyrar pair is compatible 

(i01ý. ), this is not always the case. An incompatible blend can be 

transparent if the refractive indices of the two polynrrs are 

similar or if the partical size of the discrete phase is appreciably 

tmaJ ler than the wavelength of visible light (1 on). 

The. internal structures of polymer mixtures have been studied 

by a variety of techniques including viscosity measurements (106). 

variation of activation energies (107), and phase separation in 

solution(102). t"icro-copio studies on incompatible polymor pairs 

indicate that two separate phases eist, corresponding to the two 

polymers. While one component tends to form a continuous phase, 

the other separates into micelles of dimensions 1@ 15 microns 
L 

which form a disperse phase in 4he continuous n trix of if 

first polynx: r (i or ). 
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b) Factors Affecting Incotpttibilitw* 

I Nature of Poly r rs 

There is no obvious relationship between the phase 

separation of two tacromoleeules and the chemical nature of their 

monomeric units. Predictions of polymer compatibility based on 

structural similarities, whether Train chain or substituent, have 

proved to be of little value. For example, polystyrene and poly 

(ortro methyl styrene) are compatible in solution whereas 

mixtures of ortho and para rrthy1 styrene are not compatible (108). 

Thus the phenomenon of po1yrrar incompatibility, arising when 

the inter-molecular forces between like macromolecules are 

greater than those between unlike polymer chains, is extrera]. y 

sensitive to the structure of the polyp r chains involved. 

II Concentration of Polymers (for solutions) 

In mixed solutions of unlike polyp rs., the phenomenon 

of phase separation is strongly dependent on the concentration of 

the solutes. However, even where incompatibility exists, phase 

separation does rot occur until the concentration of each polymer 

As in the region of 19 .. 70mg/ml, depending on the solvent (109). 

III 2Volecular Weight of Polymers 

Since the incompatibility of unlike po? yun rs is a 

consequence of molecular size, it is not surprising that molecular 

weight has been shown to play an important role in phase 

separation. The higher the molecular weight of the species 

involved, the more conp1ote is the reparation of phacce (108;. 

IV Temperature 

No detailed investigation into the effect of temperature 

on phase separation has yet been carried out. However, loi ring the 
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temperature, lovers the limiting concentration at which phase 

sepai-ation.. occurs (108) and appears to increase the rate of 

separation into the ttiWo phases (102). 

c) Consequence of Incompatibility 

Up to the present tinro, no say has been found to overcome the 

mutual incompatibility of unlike macromolecules. Therefore any 

polymer blend vill not form a true mixture, and certainly not a 

solid solution. In the solid state, any chemical interaction which 

takes place between the components of such a system must either 

tale place at phase boundaries, or involve the diffusion of a 

species iLorrd in one phase into the second phase. 

d) Reproducibility of Sample Form. 

The rent ncrious consequence of the heterogeneity- of poiym r 

blends is the difficulty of achieving reproducible sample form in 

a series of experiments. The ultimate test of any method for 

preparing a blend will be the reproducibility of the subsequent 

degradation experiments. 

Richards and Salter (69) obtained their blends of polystyrene 

and poly (alpha mathyl styrene) by freeze - drying a solution of the 

two po]. yrners in benzene. Pavlinec's method (110) involved 

intensive stirring of atactic polypropylene and poly (vinyl acetate) 

in' air at 1050C for up to 25 minutes. -A technique widely used is 

that devised by Grassie, McNeill and Cooke (111), and developed 

by b'clleill and Neil (112), in Yehich filers are cast by evaporation 

of a solution of the polymers in a cor.. on solvent. ONing to the 

insolubility of polypropylene at ambient temperatures, the method 
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used in this study was that originated by t'izutani (100). Mixtures 

were obtained by evaporating to dryness, with continuous stirring, 

a slurry of polypropylene in an acetone solution of poly (sethy1 

rnethacrylate). 

7.2 Eýerir rit£? 

a) Source of Polymers 

The polypropylene sample used in this 17ork was that 

described previously in Chapter 2. Poly (methyl i thacryiate) was 

prepared in the following manner. Methyl methaerylate (B. D. H. 

Limited) was washed with alkali to remove inhibitor, then several 

times with distilled water and dried over calcium chloride, 

The purified monorar was degassed twice and distilled three tin", es 

in vacuo, the first and last 10 %- being discarded on each 

occasion. Bulk polymerisation was carried out at 600C in a sealed 

dilatometer, using azodiisobutyronitrile as iritiator9 The polymer 

was isolated by precipitation in Analar methanol and purified by 

several reprocipitations from Analax, toluene solution. Complete 

removal of solvent was ensured by vacuum drying the polymer at 

6000 for several days. 

The number average molecular' weight of the poly ( methyl 

methacrylate: ) sample prepared in this way Evas measured 

osmotically and found to be ti163000(0.1 j'- initiator). 

b) Sample Form 

Blend preparation was the same as that of Mizutani (100), 

Polymer mixtures were compressed to form opaque discs in the manner 

described in Chapter 2. Each d1 ¢c was : e? ted in vacuo ( ca. 170°C ) 

and quenched in liquid nitrogen, thus ensuring a low degree of 

crystallinity and a favourable sample for UV irradiation. 
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_A similar procedure ryas carried out for the study of unmixed 

polymers. 

" Degradation results for mixed samples were found to be 

reproducible and hence the experimental conditions were considered 

to be satisfactory for this study. 

c) Photolysis Apparatus 

Polymer samples, prepared as above, fiere irradiated in 

the cell illustrated in FIGURE 2.7 (a). The intensity of the light 

beam incident on the samples was 2.68 -- 10 15 
quanta/sec. 

d) Thermal Methods of Analysis 

Thermal volatilisation analysis (TVA), thennogravirnetry 

(TG) and isothermal degradations at 3r't0C (using the apparatus 

illustrated in FIGURE 2.8) were carried out on pre - irradiated 

blend of poly (methyl methacrylate) and polypropylene, with a view 

to revealing any possible photo - induced interaction taking 

place between the polymers. 

However, -before this could be attempted, the influence of 

poly (methyl methacrylate) on the thermal degradation of 

polypropylene, and vice versa, had to be evaluated. This was done 

by comparing mixed and unmixed syzteraa of the polymer: pair, under 

similar thermal degradation conditions. The main technique 

expioyed : ras one, using TVA, developed by McNe; i? and Nei? (112) 

for this purpose. The experimental procedure involved wie use of a 

twin - limbed degradation tube, with a flat base to each limb 

(FIGURE 7.1). Known weights of each polymer were placed in the 

separate limbs of the tube and a normal TVA experiment carried 

out. The experiment then repeated with equal .. eights of the 

polymer blend in each limb of the tube, such that the total 
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FIGURE 7,1 Twin - limbed degradation tube for VIA studies. 
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weight of each polymer was the same in each case. Thus a 

comparison could be made, under the same conditions, of the 

behaviour of the two polymors degraded separately, and as a blend. 

Care was taken that the degradation tubes were inserted in the 

oven in such a way that the samples were alway3 in the sane position 

in the oven. 

eý Acetone - Extraction of Degraded Samples 

Each sample was dissolved in pares - ylcne under a 

nitrogen atmosphere and the hot solution allowed to cool slowly 

over a period of several hours. The resulting suspension was 

decanted into Analar methanol and the precipitate was filtered, 

washed with mathanoi and dried overnight in a vacuum oven. The.. 

material obtained was extracted by acetone in a soxhlct extractor 

for 20 hours under a nitrogen atmosphere. The residuo ras dried 

for 21F hours in a vacuum oven prior to analysis. - 

7.3 Thermal Degradation of Poly (methyl methacrylate) - Polypropylene 

Blends. 

Mizutani (100) has reported that if a mixture of PP and a 

vinyl polymer (e. g. M la) is heated at an elevated temperature, 

the active radicals, generated by scission of the vinyl polymer 

chain, are effective in accelerating the breakdown of PP. This 

thermal interaction of WMA and PP was investigated further, 

using the techniques of VA and thermogravimetry, prior to 

examination of the effects of pre - irradiation on the thermal 

Stability of those two polym-urs. 

a) TVA Exnerirrents 

I Poly (methyl it thacrylate) (PIX ) 

it has long been established that the therm1 

degradation of P.. LA gives rise to a? x+at quantitative yields of 
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monorrt: r (113). The decomposition of this polymer is a radical 

ch!: ýn depolymerisation process, occurring in two stages. The first, 

the lower temperature reaction, consists of unzipping to monomer 

of radicals produced exclusively at unsaturated end structures. 

At higher temperatures (above-30Ö C), the main backbone of the 

polymer becomes unstable, and random scission of carbon - carbon 

bonds occurs producing radicals which again unzip to monomer as the 

exclusive product. In both processes the zip length of 

cjepolymerisation is very large, and transfer reactions are believed 

to be unimportant. 

TVA curves for P! 1A, shown in FIGURE 7.2 (a), exhibit the 

typical behaviour of a single substance giving a limiting rate in 

the - 75°C line. The two peaks correspond to monomer 

methods of initiation, the first production by the two different met 

being due to depoiyrnerisation initiated at chain ends and the second 

to initiation of unzipping by random chain scission. The respective 

heights of the two peaks have been shown (114) to be markedly 

dependent on the molecular weight of the polymer. For low 

molecular weight samples, the first peak becomes greater an('. the 

second peak correspondingly reduced. With very high molecular 

weight samples, the first peak merely appears as a shoulder on 

the second peak. 

II Polypropylene (PP) 

The thermal degradation of PP has been described in 

detail in Chapter 1, Breakdown of this polymer involves random 

scission of carbon - carbon bonds, producing polynp-r radicals, 

which then undergo mutual dirproportionati. on, or hydrogen 

abstraction reactions. 
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The TV'A curves obtained from P' have already been illustrated 

in FIGURE 4.7 and interpreted in Chapter ! +.. The thermogram is 

reproduced in FIORE 7.2 (b) to facilitate comparison with curves 

from mixed polymer systems. 

III PYI A- PP mixtures 

Ther grams obtained from a 10 % blend of Pi-2A in PP., 

examined as mixed and unmixed systems are shown in FIGURE 7.3. The 

TVA trace for the unmixed system illustrates the overlapping of the 

, jolatilisation peals of both polymers. The PAP peak, with concurrent 

production of volatiles, occurs at higher temperatures than the 

peaks due to P! y A. The limiting rate at - 7500, due to methyl 

methacrylate m homer, is clearly apparent however. 

There are a few differences between the mixed and unmixed trace; 

the mist obvious being the appearance of an extra peak (T 
x-te 

X26°C) 

as a shoulder on the PP peak, fbr mixed systems. The peak 

corresponding to monomer production from chain scission of PI MIA 

occurs at slightly higher temperatures, than in the unmixed system, 

indicating stabilisation of RIVA in the blend. The T, of the PP 

peak, however, remains unaltered. 

Similar results were obtained from the there gramm of blends 

of different compositions ( 15s 3% and 5% by weight 71,21M in Pi ). 

b) Thern gravim try - 

TG curves were obtained for ;. TA and PP as shown in 

FIGURE 7. L (a). As can be seen, both polymers decompose in single 

stages, leaving approximately zezo residual weight at 1ý. %o G. 

From these curves, the curve which would be expected for aII 

mixture by weight, in'the absence of interaction, was constructed. 

This is compared with the actual experimental TC curve for the 
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mixture, in FIGURE 7.1-ß (b). The '. eight loss of the blend is different 

from that expected in the absence of interaction, the nein effect 

being increased stability in the higher temperature range, under 

programmed heating conditions. 

Photolysis of blendB of P? fA and'PP 

Before reporting the effect of ultra - violet radiation on 

any polymer blend, it is appropriate to briefly outline the 

photolysis of the component polymers. However, since the photo -- 

c. eCradation of PP has been described in earlier chapters of this 

thesis, attention is focussed on RTA. 

a) Photolysis of Y, ', MtA 

Hear room temperature, photodegradation of this polyp r, 

in solution or as a solid, results in random cleavage of the in 

chain without depolym risation. The accepted rrechanisrn is as 

follows ; 

fH3 1H3 
ý- CH2 C -- CH2 C- CH2 -ý 

C02CHJ C 
ö/ XCH3 

lhv 

CH ýH3 

;., Jut Ü ý-ý Cu2 
2 

CO2C}13 
scission 

ritz- `C nu 
i 

CH2 C"t 

C 02CH3 

Y ö. YGd SV',,. u, A. Ö WC'J 

OH3 

CHZ C -- CH2 -"ý 

products incluäiug 

Co' C02, CHF, 

rrethanol and Teethyl 
formate . 
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However, at tempere. tures above its glass transition temperature, 

WL'A depolyr crises to ranorrer on exposure to uv light. A. 

temperature of ca. 160 
0C 

is necessary to allow free diffusion and 

escape of mnonor (3). There is dizagreernent over the M . do of 

initiation. Cowley and ? ̀. elville (3) conclude that the reaction is 

end - initiated while Jellinc k and Wang (115), who irradiated the 

polyn}er in solution, claim that the reehanism is one of random 

initiation followed by unzipping. 

b) Photolysis of PMMA -PP blends at 20°C. 

Bond samples of various compositions were photodegraded 
0 

at 20 C for tiuxis up to 20 hours and, as expected, were found to 

have suffered no detectable weight loss. A comparison of the IR 

spectra of irradiated samples with the spectrum of the corresponding 

un - irradiated blend revealed no extra absorptions. In addition, 

acetone extraction was successful in removing all traces of F3.1A 

fron photolysed blends. This may suggest that graft or block 

copolyrrcrs are not forced when mixtures of I IFA and IT are 

irradiated. 

c) Photolysis of WMA - PP blends at 1 F0 C. 

Samples of a 10 9 blend viere irradiated at 1500C for 

times up to 20 hours- The only significant product was 

identified as Eethyl methacrylate jronorner. In FIGURE 7-F;, 

percentage weight loss is plotted as a function of time of 

irradiation. After approd ately F hours, 10 % of the origänal 

oar-pie :; eight is lo; t, presu bäy corresponding to the amount of 

p; +13tA blended. The only two samples which possessed carbonyl bands 

in the IR spectra of their residues were those irradiated for - 

hour and 1 hour. (Both samples had incurred weight losses of less 

than 10 9). This carbonyl content, ho-var, was rem vablc by 
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5 10 15 20 

Time of Irradiation (Hours) 

FIGURE 7.5 Weight loss versus time of irradiation at 150°C 

of a 10 % blend. 

Time of Irradiation 
(Hours) 

0*5 

i 

5; 

Weight Loss 

8.1 

9.1 

11 .ß 

16 10.2 

20 11.8 

TABLE 7.1 Data for FIGURE 7.5. 
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acetone extraction again suggesting that no grafting had taken 

place. 

7-F Thermal Degradation of Pre. - irradiated Blends. 

a) Comparison of the thermal degradation of irradiated and 

un - irradia;; ed blot-ids of varying compositions 

Three MOM - P? ' mixtures ( i%,: 37c and 5; 1 by weight MW) 

were prepared as described in the experimental section of this 

chapter. One sample from each blend was iriadiated in vacuo at 

20 0C for 20 hour: before being ther: rolly degraded for 3 hours at 

354. °C. An un - irradiated sample from each blend ras subjected to 

the sate thermal treatment. 

FIGURE 7.6 shows the result of plotting percentage weight loss 

versus P2,9'A content of the blend, for these degradations. It is 

evident that the thermal stability of any one blend is decreased 

only sliEhtly by pre - irradiation. This is not the case with 

unblended PP. It can be seen from the sane figure that pre - 

irradiation markedly reduces the thermal stability of PP. 

IR spectra were run of the total gaseous volatiles produced 

during each of the above the oral degradations. Each spectrux 

resembled a superirposition of the spectrum of methyl methacrylate 

mononer on that of the nor ml gaseous volatiles produced by PP. 

This may be clearly seen from FIGURE 7: 7 which contains IR spectra 

of a) gases from the thermal degradation of PP for 10 hours at 

3" ; b) gases from a3% blend thermally degraded for 3 hours at 

394°C ; c) methyl n thacrylate vapour. The optical density (OD) or 

the peal: at 171 0 cm-1 , attributed to ! ---thy! methacrylato, in each 

of the spectra resulting from bland degradations, spas measured by 
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the usual baseline method. This provided a measure of the rtithyl 

m thacrylate content of the total Bases from each degradation. The 

result of plotting OD 
_1 

as a fiýi, oticn of ýrTA content of the 
17G. ocm 

blend, for both irradiated and un - irradiated samples, is shorn in 

PIGÜRE 7.8. It is obvious that pre - irradiation decreases the 

amount of methyl rrethacrylate in the gaseous volatile:. 

IR spectra of all the residues tire. e examined but were found 

to have neglible carbonyl content. lnis vras surprising considering 

2'izutani's claim (100) to have produced block and Z raft copoiyre rs 

of' 11,11"A and PP by thermix7. degradation of mixtures of the two 

polymers. This worker's evidence constituted the detection of 

carbonyl bands in the IR spectra of the residues of blends 

ther lly degraded under conditions similar to those employed in 

this study. 

The short chain fragments of each degradation were also 

subjected to IR analysis. The only notable differenco from the 

spectrum of the cold ring produced by unblended PP (FIGUPPE 3.8) is 

the appearance of a broad band at 1735, - 171.0 cm and another, 

^harper absorption at 1185 cm . These are respectively assigned 

to carbon - oxygen double and single bond stretching. The optical 

densities of the peals at 1740 cm -i and 800 cm-1 were measured 

from each spectrum. The latter absorption, present in the spectrum 

of the cold ring from the degradation of unblended PP, was used as 

an internal standard. The plots of the ratios of the optical 

densities of these o peaks 
as a function of blend composition 

for both irradiated and un - irradiated samples, is shown in 

FIGURE 7.9; It is clear that, in each blend studied, the effect of 

pre - irradiation is to increase the carbonyl content of the cold 

ring fraction. 
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E MA in blond % Original Blend Sample 
Weight Loss Cold Ring Gases 

A0 9.5 5.8 3.7 

1 37.7 23.1 1 tL. 5 

3 36.8' 19.3. 17.5 

5 51.0 27.5 23:, 

B0 35.6 21.1 4.4 

1 39.6 23.8 15.8 

3 49.5 30.8 18.7 

5 50.3 29.5 20.7 

TABLE 7.2 Data fir . FIGURE 7.6 

A No irradiation B 20 hours irradiation 

Plx... A in blend OD 174Ocm 
No irradiation 20 hours irradiation 

1 0.203 0.032 

3 0.592 0.180 

5 1.160 0.393 

TA 1 7.3 Data for FIGURE 7.8 

%I MV A in blend OD _1/0D _1 1740cm 890 cm 

No irradiation 20 hours irradiation 

1 0.087 0.111 

3 0.40 0.256 

5 0.069 0.318 

L AB1; S 7.1-- Dato for FIGiL j. j T 
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Thus these results indicate that irradiation of P1, JJ - PP 

blends brings about sons kind of interaction such that, on 

subsequent thermal degradation, there is loss methyl rr. hacsylata 

produced in the gaseous volatiles and rare carbonyl containing 

3raterial in the short chain fragments than in the corresponding 

thermal degradation of un -- irradiated blends. 

A significant feature emerges fron exarination of the TVA 

curves of irradiated and un-irradiated blend samples. A3 can be 

seen for a5% blend in FIGURE 7.1 0, pre r- irradiation causes the 

previously discussed 'interaction% peak to disappear. The volatiles 

producing this peak were isolated and were discovered to be 

predominantly methyl itethacrylate. This finding is consistent 

s. th the decreased air unt of methyl uethacrylate found in the 

gaseous volatiles of pre - irradiated blend. samples which were 

isothermally degraded. Although this peak is no longer present in 

the therrrogram of an irradiated sairple, there is still evidence 

of polymer interaction, as comparison with the TVA curve of an 

unmixed 10 %, piRA - PP system ( FIGURE 7.3 (a)) reveals. 

b) Dependence of tiii of pre -- irradiation on the thermal 

degradation of blends. 

The effect of time of photolysis of a blend on the 

subsequent thermal degradation was investigated by irradiating 

samples for several gores up to 20 hours at 20°C and studying the 

thermal vola 4ilisation characteristics as before. The 3f0,14A 

- PP blend gras chosen for this purpose. 

FIGURE 7.11 shows the result of plotting percentage weicht 

loss, owing to thermal degradation for 3 hours at 390C, versus 

time of pre -- irradiation. 11 similar plot for polypropylene has 
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Time of Pro - irradiation 

(Hours) 

A0 

1 

8 

16 

20 

I 

Weight Loss 

Original Sample 

Cold Ring Gases 

39.1 22.7 16.1. 

42.0 25.0 17.0 

48.2 31.5 16.7 

47.2 28.5 18.7 

52.8 33-0 18.9 

49.5 30.8 18.7 

0 9.5 5.8 3.7 
, 

5.25 16.2 10.8 7. l. 

13, 31-0 18.7 . 121 .3 
20 35.6 21.2 1i . 1. 

TABLE 7.51 Data for FIGURE 7.111 

A 3% 3'A -PP blend ;B PP 

Time of Pre - irradiation OD 
(Hours) 17! 0cm 

0 o. 80 

fi 0.578 

5 0.387 

8 0.291 

16 0.21+81 

20 - 0.252 

TABLE 7.5 Data for FIC; JRE 7.12 
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been included for comparison. Once: amore it can be seen that pro - 

irradiation does not greatly influence the therm l stability of 

a blend. The effect is small compared to the instability 

resulting from pre ý- irracdia. tion of unblended PP and alto fron 

the blending of a small Amount of KT A with PP. 

-1 Again, the optical densities of the peaks at 1740 cri 

were obtained from the IR spectra of the gases evolved during 

each thermal degradation. A plot of these values an a function of 

time of pre - irradiation is shown in FIGURE 7.12. The methyl 

mothaerylate content of the gaseous volatiles is observed to 

decrease 'with time of pre - irradiation for times up to ca. 

5 hours, after v'nich there is a levelling off of monomer evolution.. 

From examination of a series of TVA degradations of blend 

samples, pre -- irradiated for different tim s up to 20 hours 

(FIGUM 7.13), it can be seen that photolysis for 5 hours is 

sufficient to ensure the disappearance of the 'interaction' peak. 

Since formation of this peak has been attributed to r: thy1 

methacrylate production, this finding is consistent with the 

3. nterpretation of the curve in FIGURE 7.12. 

e) Thermal Degradation of Blerxs Pre - irradiated at 150 C. 

Samples of a 10 % PM411 - PP blend were irradiated at 

150 C for times up to 20 hours prior to thermal degradation for 

3 hours at 39 0C. The weight loss - time curve for the photolysis 

is shown in FIGURE 7.5, virtually the. only product being methyl 

r, 3thacrylate. The carve resulting from the plot of weicht ? oy. 9; 

incurred by thermal degradation, versus time of pre - irradiation 

(FIGURE 7. ßl,. ): in practically a mirror - image of the one in 

FIGURE 7.5. There is an initial, sharp decrease in w-eight loss 
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Time of Pre -, irradiation 

(Hours) 

Original Sample 

Weight loss Cold Ring Gases 

A0 21a.. 0 2j;.. 1, 

1 32.1 17.5 1k. 

S 20.6 10.5 10.0 

16 19.6 10.0 9.6 

20 16.1 8.2 7.9 

B0 9. c '3.8 3.7 
8 10. '3 6.4. 4.1 

16 11.9 7.2 k, 7 

20 12.8 7.8 ý. 0 

TABLE 7.7 Data for FIGURE 7.1!. 

.A 10 % PTA'- Pt ;B PP 
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which levels out after about 5 hours pre - irradiation. Indeed, 

after 20 hours pre - irradiation the subsequent thermal weight loss 

is approximately equal to that for unblended PP, pre - irradiated 

for the care period. Thus it is apparent that the thermal stability 

of PP, pre - irradiated as a blend at 15(? C, depends much rare 

upon the anrount of residual P; KA in the blend than upon the 

interaction of F; i?: A radicals or methyl met acrylate rronorer with 

PP radicals or molecules. 

d) Thermal degradation of blends of PP and pre - irradiated 

IM 

P M,; A flltrz, cast from inzthy1 acetate, were photolysed for 

20 hours at 20°C, causing the number average molecular Freight 

(wasured by osnxmetry) to fall f'rorn c16,000 to 25,000. Degraded 

films were dissolved in acetone and blends with PP were prepared 

as previously outlined. 

FIGURE 7.15 is a representation of the TVA trace of a B, !.?, A 

film irradiated for 20 hours at room temperature. Two features 

are immediately obvious when comparison is lade with the 

thernogram of an unirradiated sample (FIGurE 7.2(a)). Volatilisation 

commences at lower temperatures for the photolysed sample and. there 

is no peak corresponding to depot marisation initiated at chain 

ends. 

The TVA curve resulting from a3% blend of photodegraded 

FNMA and PP is shown in FIGURE 7.15. It is evident that there is 

little difference from the there gran of a bland of similar 

composition containing undegraded P3=, A (FIGURE 7.13: ). In addition 
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pre - irradiated blends containing degraded KWA produce 

therntgrams similar to those resulting fron: blends containing 

undegraded P-M A, pre - irradiated for the same time. 

Isothermal degradations at 3&°C give. rise to 'eight loss, 

cold ring and volatile characteristics, similar to those 

obtained for a blend of similar composition containing undegraded 

Thus it is apparent that photolysis of 1A fol? oned by 

blending with PP, cannot be equated to photolysis of a FMYA - 

PP blend. 

7.5 Discussion 

a) Nature of the Thermal Interaction 

Any explanation of the thermal behaviour of PN MA - PP 

blends must account for the following facts :- 

(i) The presence of thermally degrading RVA greatly accelerates 

the decomposition of PP. (Section 7.1i(a)) 

(ii) PM1 A is stabilised in the presence of PP, under prograid 

heating conditions. (Section 7.3(a) and (b)). 

(iii) There is a. marked delay in the production of a quantity of 

methyl. r: athacry*late in Pi, 7: A -PP blends degraded by TVA 

('interaction peak' in thermgrars of mixed blends)(Section 7.3(a)). 

(iv) A small amount of carbonyl containing material is present in 

the short chair. fragments of degraded blends(Section 7. r, (a)and(b)). 

(v) There are no traces of PIMA in the residues of degraded blends 

(Section 7. c). 

of The accelerated breakdown of PAII may be explained in ter z 

the interaction of a radical species from degrading MY Aw ih the 
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PP macromolecules, causing chain scission of PP and ultimo ý11; e1y 

volatilisation. 

PTIVA " =--- - Rý 

^' CH-CH-CH-CH -CH" 

OH 3 0113 Gil 

- CH-CH-C-CH-Cii- 
I212' 
CH3 OH CH3 

scission 

-S CH - CH2-- CH' -+ 

CH3 OH3 

+ RH 

CHF C- CH2-ý 

CH3 

(A) (B) 

-The irost probable interaction involves hydrogen abstraction to 

form tertiary polypropylene radicals as outlined above:. It is likely 

that thermal decomposition of PP will proceed by a mechanism 

similar to that proposed by Tsuchiya and Sumi (31). This mechanism, 

t. A :. ; 't A anCl. BEI are outline: in chance: 4. 

Since samples prepared from rrr. A - PP mixtures were heterogeneous 

indicating an incompatible system, any species formed during the 

decomposition of R`:. 'A must, in order to react with a PP molecule, be 

capable of migrating across a phase boundary. Because of the severe 

restrictions on the ioi on or aP : ̀_. A A, - cro. rA! 1i '! 1;? t appears I?? Ore 
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likely that the attacking species is a small radical, or a small 

molecule which can diffuse from one phase to the other, before 

undergoing some kind of radical reaction. How over, by proposing 

macroradical participation in the interaction of the two polymers, 

many of the above features may be explained. Since the proportion 

of' P31, , 'A is small in any of the blends studied, it is possible that 

interaction with PP can occur at phase boundaries, without the need 

for extensive diffusion of radicals. 

Before considering the results of this investigation, it is 

appropriate to review some of the evidence for and against 

macroradical involvement in the thermal degradation of polymer 

blends. In the thermal degradation of mixtures of atactic PP and 

poly (vinyl acetate) (PVA), Pavlinec (110) detected very small 

amounts of grafting of the two polymers, but only at the beginning 

of the degradation. As an explanation, he proposed the interaction 

of PVA radicals, formed by partial deacylation, with fragments of PP 

macromolecules which had decomposed simultaneously. }'izutani (100) 

has reported the formation of graft and block copolymers during the 

thermal degradation of PP - Vinyl polymer ble-nds, and has also 

postulated an interaction involving a vinyl polymer radical and a 

PP radical or molecule. On the other hand, McNeill and Neil (112) 

have shown that the radical species from degrading poly ( vinyl 

chloride) responsible for accelerated break dow7n of R WA is a 

chlorine radical and not a rracroradical (--SCH=CH--CH-CH ). 

These workers discovered that thermal degradation of a mixture of 

BMA and. dehydrochlorinated Pv.., a material shown by rSR to contain 

macroradicals, did not lead to increased volatilisation from PLI! A. 

Dodson (116) has recently attempted to detect polymer radical 

L 
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interaction in the thermal degradation of mixtures of polystyr*, one 
35 

(is) and PVG labelled with G1 . Films were partially degraded 

be7. o-u the temperature for initiation of, PS breakdown. The P 

content of each blend was then extracted and the P3 residue 

monitored for radioactivity . None was detected suggesting that 

grafting of PVOO to PS does not occur. These are a few of the 

conflicting opinions in the literature on this topic. 

In this investigation, however, no indications were found of 

the formation of block or graft copolymers. Indeed, thermal 

degradations of 111,2 A- PP blends of similar composition and under 

similar experimental conditions (280° - 31.0°C for tires up to 

lý hours) to those of Yiyutani (1'00), did not succeed in 

producing grafting. These findings appear reasonable, considering 

the stability of 1! 2! A at such temperatures. 

However, there appears to be evidence for microradica1 

participation in that, under conditions of programrad heating, the 

deconposition of PITA is slightly delayed when blended with PP. 

" After initial scission of the MA A chain, the mcroradicals may 

stabilise by means of hydrogen abstraction from PP, thus 

postponing depolyrnerisation to higher temperatures. It is possible 

that the 'interaction' peak in the TVA thermograin of a mixed blend 

may be an indication that temporary grafting of PV-TA radicals to 

PP chains occurs at some stage during the decomposition. A MIA 

chain, grafted. in this manner, could then scission and 

depolymmerise at higher temperatures, releasing the monom r 

detected in the 'interaction'peak. However, this theory could not 

be substantiated since-no evidence of grafting was found in the 

residues of blends partially degraded by TVA to a temperature 
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just below that corresponding to the formation of the r interaction 

peak. 

The above postulate, and indeed it can only be a postulate, 

could explain the presence of carbonyl containing material in the 

short chain fragments of thermally degraded blends. 

Depolymerisation of temporarily grafted F'`ý4MA side chains is 

expected to be extensive under the prevailing thermal conditions. 

Unzipping may be complete in some branches, but in others the 

possibility exists that one or two methyl methacrylate units per 

chain may remain grafted to the PP backbone. If this is the case, 

the question arises - why is the carbonyl containing material 

detected in the cold ring and not in the residue ? It may be that 

a small amount of thin material is present in the residue but, 

owing to its small concentration in relation to the bulk of the 

residue, detection is not possible. Yore likely, attadiment of a 

unit ( or units) of methyl me hacrylate to a particular section 

of a PP chain will destabilise that region of the chain thus 

encouraging chain scission and volatilisation to the cold ring. 

An alternative postulate for the. presence of carbonyl 

containing niterial in the short chain fragments is the following : 

During therral degradation of a V; 2,, A -- PP blend, the situation 

ray arise in which a PP radical, formed either by chain scission 

of the PP itself or by hydrogen abstraction by a radical species 

from degrading RVA, finds itself surrounded by an atn'osphere of 

methyl ircthacrylate ironorrer produced by depolymerisation of A 

chains. An equilibrium would then be set up in which methyl 

methylacrylate could polyrerise and depolyrierise at the site of 

the nA radical. 
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P+ n'nl 'PM 

Under the prevailing thermil conditions the degree of 

polymerisation would be very small. Again chain scission and 

volatilisation to cold ring could occur at such branch pointse 

Although a similar equilibrium has been proposed by Chapiro 

(117) who grafted acrylonitrile on to PP by roans of high energy 

radiation, the interaction of methyl. mcthacryla to x norrer with PP 

radicals is considered to be unlikely since, under the high 

vacuum conditions employed, the ethyl methacrylate will quickly 

diffuse out of the polymer blend. This is reflected in results 

obtained from the photolysis of. FIFA -- Pp mixtures at 150°C. The 

methyl methacrylate produced by photo*- depolynerisation of P /1 A 

prefers to escape as monomer rather than interact with the PP 

radicals which are simultaneously produced. 

Thus, results indicate that the radical species fron 

degrading F1: 'A, which accelerates the thermal decomposition of PP, 

my be polymeric in nature although no definite proof in the 

form of graft or block copolyrers has been found. 

b) Nature of the Photo - Interaction. 

The following features emerge in the photolysis of PTA - PP 

blends and their subsequent thermal degradation :- 

sj _r. n. ttcs c -, 4--4- ia it=. c Y. l denc : fors 
vs LC, i"ý G:.. au or bloYc 

L 

copolymrs on photolysis of blends at room temperature 

or at 1 ; o°C. 

ii) Pre - irradiation only ýsliEhtly decreases the thermal 

stability of any one blenth 

iii) Pro. -i r« &1ia Lion äecreases the amount of ma hyi 

trio thacrvlate in the gaseous vola; iles of subsequent 
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therm 1 degradation. 

iv) Pre - irradiation increases the quantity of carbonyl 

containing material in the cold ring produced during 

subsequent thermal degradation. ' 

v) Pre - irradiation causes the disappearance of the 

'interaction' peak in the TVA therpmgra=s of mixed blends. 

vi) Blends of photolysed SNY with PP possess similar Cheri al 

degradation characteristics to those of blends containing 
6 un - irradiated PI1!. 4. 

The rout obvious explanation for the reduction in the 

quantity of rc thyl methacrylate in the gaseous volatiles and the 

increase in the amount of carbonyl containing material in the 

short chain fragments, is that pre: -- irradiation at 20°C produces 

grafting of PITA to PP. As the time of irradiation increases, the 

extent of chain scission of the 1-I'T4 component of the blend 

increases and hence the length of the grafts becomes shorter and 

the greater the murber of Pk? chains grafted on to the PP 

backbone. Subsequent thernal degradation unzips these already 

short side chains producing a little nnthyl nathacrylate and 

leaving one or more methyl rrethacrylate units at frequent 

intervals along a chain. Again this branching will produce weak 

points in the PP chain: . erjcoi ra ino chain scission anri 

VJ ju V. L 
.w VtV 

IA VV 
USA cold iiýtg0 A£4&J by V1 .U' of - larger 

nuhnber of shorter grafts, less methyl methacrylate is produced in 

the gaseous volatiles and more carbonyl material is found in the 

short chain fragments. This also accounts for the absence of an 
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'interaction' peak:, attributed to n ; thyl rr thacryylate production, 

in the TVA therrogram of a mixed blend. 

However, there is no evidence of the forration of graft or 

block copolymers to support this theory. This right be expected 

considering thö difficulty a rrr-icroraadical would experience in 

migrating across a phase boundary at ambient temperatures. 

Nevertheless, the possibility does exist that grafting occurs at 

phase boundaries and that the grafted molecules are sufficiently 

polar to dissolve in hot acetone, thus escaping detection in 

extracted residues. 

Another possible explanation for tho observed phenomena is 

that photolysis of F21S in the blend produces trapped polyrar 

radicals or unstable points in relatively short PTYA chains, 

which can then interact with P. as previously outlined, on 

subsequent there i degradation. A similar schere has been put 

forward by David and coworkers (118) to explain their discovery 

0 
that if PISA is irradiated with gamma or 2g37 A UV radiation 

and then warmed to 160°C, thermal depolynnrisation occurs. These 

authors believe that depolymerisation is initiated at unstable 

points, of an unknown nature, formed in the P1'ß: _4 during 

irradiation. 

" However, in the present investigation, it sees unlikely 

that interaction occurs in such a manner. ' Photolysis of PL, TA 

followed by blending with PP does not degrade therim lly 

si ilarly to a pre irradia -ad blend of similar composition. 

Indeed, results are similar to those obtained from the thermal 

degradation of the corresponding un - irradiated blend. 
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In conclusion, taking all available evidence into consideration, 

irradiation of - PP blends appears to effect an interaction 

of the two polymers probably involving grafting of short chain 

P2, W.: A radicals to a PP backbone. 

7.7 Other Po1, yn r Blends containing Polypropylene 

It is of interest to carnpare the behaviour of PP - Fi- A 

blends with that of other polym3r blends containing PP. The 

following systems were examined using the technique of TVA 

pp -. Pilo Poly vinyl chloride) 

PP -- PS Polystyrene 

PP - PA1S Poly alpha methyl styrene) 

PP - FE Polyethylene 

The origin of the polymer samples is detailed in TAB-T-: 7.8. 

In each system, equal weights of powdered polyner were ground 

together and degradation samples were prepared by pressing and 

pre. - melting as before. 

(a) PP - FVC 

The TVA therwgram of PVC is represented in FIGURE 

7.16. The rain peak is attributed to evolution of hydrogen 

chloride and the tail above ca. 375%) to production of volatile 

material arising from decomposition of the polymer backbore. 

Thertrogrann for mixed and unmixed systems of PP and PVC 

(F'TGUP, E 7.17) clearly indicate the presence of some form of 

interaction between the two deErading polymers. The evolution 

of hydrogen chloride (first peak) is slightly delayed in mixed 

system although the T for the second peak (corm : ponding to 
ma x 

volatilisation of products from degradation of W) is unchangedg 

This delay in the formation of hydrogen chlorido from P\IJ 

blends ia not- n phenomenon unique to mixtures with, PP. VcNeill 
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FIGUPI', 7.15 TVA curves for PVC; 25 mg sanml. e. Heating rate 10O/min. 

Polymer Yn Hiatory 

PVC 16,000 British Geon 1'01 polymer, 
additive free. 

PS 116,000 Thermal polymerisation in 
bulk at 110.0°C. 

PAYS - Anio8ic polymerisation at 
-82 C. 

PL - Shell low density po ymr, 
additive free. 

-TABLE 7.8 Polymer Samples 
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and Neil 0-12) have made sir ilar observations in several other 

polymer blends with PVC as the cor. , on-po7ymner. These authors, 

assuming that chlorine radicals act as chain carriers in a free 

radical dehydrochlorination of PVC, propose that sore of these 

small, mobile radicals ray migrate frin the PVC phase into the 

second polymer phase, abstract a hydrogen atorn and produce a 

macroradicai in that phase. Thus the chain carriers which behave 

in this way are not available to at-tack PVC molecules causing 

the average kinetic chain length in the PVC decomposition to 

fall accounting for the observed delay in hydrogen chloride 

production. 

If chlorine radicals are capable of attacking polypropylene, 

then the PP radicals so produced would be expected to undergo 

chain scission reactions, causing the molecular weight to fall. 

The fact that the PP degradation peak is not displaced to lower 

temperatures is consistant with this view since it has been shown 

in Chapter 4 that the Tnax value for PP samples is independent of 

molecular weight. 

FIGURE 7.18 shows the TVA thormogram of I: 1 by weight 

mixture of, PP and PVC, pre - irradiated at 20°C for 20 hours. 

Comparison with an equivalent tin - irradiated sample (FIGURE 

7.17 (b)) reveals no obvious photo - induced interaction of the 

two- polymers. This is not unexpected since photolysis of P1 at 

room temperature has been shown (119) to result in crosslinking 

through combination reactions of radicals on adjacent polymer 

chains. These iracroradicals, resulting from hydrogen chloride 

elimination, are unlikely to migrate between phases at ambient 

temperatures. In addition, any possible interaction of chlorine 
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radicals will introduce competition between scission and 

crosslinking reactions in PP which would not be manifested in 

the TVA thermogram. 

b) i- PS 

The TVA therirogranm of P3 is illustrated in PIGUff 7.19. The 

degradation peak has been shown (76) to result from. evolution of 

styrene monoirer. With the possible exception of diner, all 

products other than monomer (i. e. trii: nr, tetramer and higher 

products) are expected to collect as cold ring fraction. 

ETA thermograms for mixed and unmixed systems (FIGURE 7.20) 

again provide clear evidence of an interaction between PP and PS. 

The second peak in the unmixed system (due to PP degradation) is 

removed to lower temperatures in mixed systems, and is, indeed, 

incorporated by the PS peak, the TuaX of which remains unaltered. 

Dodson (11(, ) has obtained similar results while investigating 

blends of PS and FS. 

Since in both mixed and unmixed systems, the PS degradation 

peaks (arising from evolution of monomer) remain virtually 

denticri?., it is to be suspected that monomer or radical species 

leading to nonoi r will have relatively little interaction with 

PP. It is more likely that sr, 11 radical species leading to 

production of 
_di 

r, trimer etc. are. involved. Such radicals 

are. expected to be sufficiently small to migrate from the PS 

phase to the PP phase and, by means of hydrogen abstraction, to 

initiate PP degradation at lover teirperatures. The displacement 

to lower temperatures of the PP peak is readily explained by 

considering the temperatures at which the hydrogan abstraction 

reactions are taking place () kQO°C). At these temperatures, the 

energy content of the system is such that chain scission and 
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transfer reactions will continue until the molecules produced 

are of sufficiently low molecular weight to be volatile. (cf. 

PP - PVC blends where hydrogen abstraction is suspected to 

occur at ca. 300oc). 

FIGURE 7.21 represents the `ILA thermogram of aI: 1 by 

weight blend of PP and PS, pre - irradiated at 200C for 20 hours. 

Orce again there is apparently no photo -induced polymer 

interaction. As is the case for PV02 ambient; temperature 

photolysis of -A results in crosslinking (120). Thus interaction 

with PP is unlikely for the reasons previously mentioned. 

c) PP - PA?. 'S 

The thermal degradation of PAUS resembles that of FTI: I{A 

in that it exhibits no transfer in undergoing almost quantitative 

depolymerisation to monomer. The TVA thermogram of PA}S, 

represented if FIGURE 7.22, is consistent with evolution of a 

single product. 

FIGURE 7.23 contains thermogram3 for mixed and unmixed 

systems of PP and PAYS -; once again there is clear evidence of 

polymer interaction in mixed systems. Although there is no 

displace ant of the peaks corresponding to degradation of PP and 

PM! 5, an additional peak (T ^-385°C) appears as a shoulder on the 
nix 

PAYS peak. This situation is analagous . 
to the degradation of 

mixtures of PP and 1: 1,24A where it was suggested that the 

'interaction' peak resulted from delayed unzipping to monomer 

of short ", VA chains temporarily grafted to PP . It is possible 

that such events are taking place in the PP - P-4113 system. 

The photolysis of PS is also similar to. that of 

Stokes and Fox (121) have demonstrated the occurrence of random 

chain scission followed by unzipping of the resultant polyirr 

radicals, both at 27°C and 115OC, the latter beim, Just above a 
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second - order transition temperature. However, in this study, 

the ambient temperature photolysis of PP - PAYS blends evolved no 

n noiner. 

FIGURE 7.21r illustrates the TVA therm gram of aI: I by 

0 
weight mixture of PP and PAZ'S, pro 4 irradiated at 20 0 for 20 

hours. In contrast to the situation in PP - PIMA blends, the 

'interaction' peak doe not disappear. This is surprising 

considering the similar degradation characteristics of P. 1,13 and 

I SW. However it is possible that any photo -- induced interaction 

rray be masked by the high PAYS content (r-o %) of the blends 

studied. Further experiments with mixtures containing lower 

proportions of PATS my help to explain this apparent anomaly. 

d) PP - PE 

The therml degradation of PE involves extensive inter - 

r_moleoular transfer resulting in short chain fragrr nts which 

condense on the cooled -art of the degradation tube as cold ring 

fraction. Even with the 
. 
1; 0 mg sample used, the amount of volatile 

material obtained is small. The lack of coincidence in the four 

TVA traces (FIGURE 7.25) indicates a mixture of condensable and 

non - condensable products. Concurrent production of all the 

products is indicated by the fact that the rate mxiirum on each 

trace occurs at the sane temperature. 

In FIGURE 7.2 6, the TVA. thraces for a1: 1 by weight 

unmixed and mixed samples of PP and PE respectively are produced; 

but only in the former trace are the two peaks, corresponding to 

,. volatilisation of products frox he degradation of each polyner, 

clearly distinguishable, There is no obvious interaction taking 

place in which degrading PP induces volatilisation of PE at 

lm., --r tetrpera. tures than norm.. j. Clearly a para3.1e3. can be drarn 
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with the PS - PP system in which degrading PS destabilises pp. 

FIGURE 7.27 illu3 tra tes the TVr, there gram of aI: I by 

woight mixture of PP and PE, pre - irradiated for 20 hours at 

room temperature. The only difference from the trace of its 

un - irradiated counterpart (FIGURE 7.2«(b)) is the fact that 

the the PP degradation peak commences at lower temperatures. This 

finding is in keeping with the results of Chapter 1,.. 

e) Conclusions 

In addition to PP -- PISA mixtures, polymer interaction has 

been observed in the thermal degradation of four other polyrer 

pairs containing PP as the common polymer. However, of the systems 

studied, only the interaction of PP and PAMS resembles that of the 

PP -- IA system. The reason for this similarity almost certainly 

lies in the similar modes of thermal degradation of F2"JA and PAM. 

For this same reason, the lestabilisations of PP by degrading PS 

and of PF, by degrading PP also show similarities. 

The thermal degradation of PVC is unique in this investigation 

in the '%# it is privarily concerned with elimination reactions. 

-Although the delay of hydrogen chloride evolution in PP - -. 'C blends 

has been attributed to interaction of chlorine radicals with PP, 

the possibility nevertheless exists that this ray be caused by 

diffusion effects or reaction of hydrogen chloride with PP. 

However, considering the weight of evidence in other polymer 

blends containing Pi (112), polyrer interaction appears more 

likely. 

Further experimentation is required in the room temperature 

photolyses of the polyimr blends before any firm conclusions 

may be drawn. 
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